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Happy New Year, everyone! Welcome to our first issue of 2020. To
celebrate the new year and decade, we’ve refreshed the look of this
issue to make it cleaner, easier to read and more dynamic. Along with
the new look, this year you can expect to see more forward-thinking
stories and features to inspire your menus and keep your business
booming – plus even more digital content from Food Fanatics®.
Let’s dig into the Food section of this issue with our mushroom-centric
cover story. Sure, everyone knows about mushrooms, but do you
know about some of the lesser-known mushrooms and applications
we feature in this story? Give it a read, try out some of the recipes we
highlight and let us know what you – and your diners – think.
To kick-start the year, we also take a look at two international spots
featuring such amazing food, they should immediately earn a place
on your 2020 travel list. The first is a story on the Vancouver, British
Columbia, suburb of Richmond. With a large Asian population and
top-tier culinary talent, Richmond is fast becoming known as one of
the best places in North America for Asian cuisine.
Moving outside of North America, we head to the other Georgia to
take an in-depth look at the flavors, spices and delicacies that make
this beautiful country the perfect place for your next culinary adventure.
We round out the Food section with a look at how food and drink
pairings are taking casual dining to the next level, drawing in bigger
crowds and even bigger check averages. With an increasing number
of diners partaking in zero-proof cocktails, we’ve got you covered
with our article on the subject. This rising trend allows everyone to
showcase their mixology skills and boost profits.
Finally, if you have self-care on your list of New Year’s resolutions (and
everyone should!), be sure to check out our resource guide for those
in our industry looking for help with mental health and substance
abuse issues. Please rip out these pages, post on your bulletin board
and share with your teams. We will be expanding these resources on
our digital platform to include local state resources, so keep an eye on
usfoods.com for more on this important topic.
Until next issue, on behalf of everyone at US Foods®, cheers to a very
successful 2020!
Thanks for reading,

Andrew Iacobucci
Chief Merchandising Officer
US Foods

FOOD /
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FORAGE ON

Make room for
‘shrooms: white
bunapi, below.
Opposite page,
clockwise, velvet
pioppini, yellow
oyster, brown bunapi,
bunapi, cordyceps,
persimmon, white
enoki and lion’s mane.

WHY
MUSHROOMS
WILL ALWAYS
BE MENU
MAGIC
By Alexis Fischer
Photography by Eva Kolenko
Food styling by Adam Pearson
Prop styling by Amy Paliwoda

► The lure of the hunt brings them
back again and again. After all, the
mushroom is intended for discovery,
found on foot in the depths of the forest
with over 10,000 known varietals in the
world. Umami bombs by nature, they
are perennially popular for a reason:
Mushrooms can do it all, even showing
up in unexpected places, from desserts
to cocktails.
“Mushrooms, on the whole, are one
of the most diverse sets of organisms
on the planet. There are some 3 million
types of mushrooms, and we don’t even

know how many of them are edible at
this point. There’s no way to tell,” says J.
Harris Tooley, bar director of The Bonnie
in Astoria, New York. “What I really
enjoy is that you can get such a variety of
mushrooms.”
From enhancing proteins to replacing
them, fungi are a powerhouse of
seasonally driven flavor, incredible texture
and densely packed nutrients worth
sticking in any dish. Plus, they can help
your bottom line.
Need proof? Here are five unexpected
ways chefs can use them. ➝
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GO FOR A SAUCE

» The application: Huitlacoche

NOTES FROM THE FIELD
Forager-led mushroom hunts are a growing
attraction in California’s Sonoma and Napa
counties. These outings are followed by
a cooking class led by local chefs and
reflected on the menu, including the one at
Torc in Napa, California.
—Manny Haider, Food Fanatics chef, San Francisco

Favor for a Friend
Bar director Harris Tooley
The Bonnie, Astoria, New York

1½ ounces Redwood Empire Emerald Rye

½ ounce Cardamaro
½ ounce Giffard Caribbean Pineapple liqueur
½ ounce lemon juice
½ ounce honey
2 dashes candy cap mushroom tincture,
recipe follows

“Ketchup” (featured in the Hongry
Hongry Hongos taco, which includes
crispy oyster mushrooms, pepitas, pickled
onions and cilantro)
» The visionary: Executive chef Jesse
Houston of Sophomore Spanish Club and
Fine & Dandy in Jackson, Mississippi
» The mushroom: Shiitake and
oyster mushrooms
» Why it works: “Mushroom ketchup is
what inspired me to create a Mexican take
as a condiment for the vegan taco using
shiitake and oyster mushrooms. It has a
smooth texture with plenty of earthiness,
sweet spice and smokiness from the
mezcal. The ketchup offers a contrast of
creaminess to balance out the textures of
crispy chewy mushrooms, crisp pickled
onions and crunchy pumpkin seeds.
It’s literally the glue that holds the taco
together. When I decided I wanted to
make the hongos taco vegan, I decided
to use mushrooms and huitlacoche as a
sauce. Huitlacoche fresh is a bit earthy
and definitely mushroomy.”

Huitlacoche “Ketchup”
Executive chef Jesse Houston
Sophomore Spanish Club, Jackson, Mississippi

2 dashes Thai chili tincture, recipe follows

candy cap mushrooms and Spirytus

¹⁄ 8 cup vegetable oil
2 cups shiitake mushrooms
1¹⁄ 3 cups oyster mushrooms
1¹⁄ 3 cups huitlacoche
2½ tablespoons ginger, peeled and sliced
¾ cup yellow onion, diced
¹⁄ 3 tablespoon garlic, minced
¹⁄ 3 cup mezcal, or more if desired
½ cup apple cider vinegar, or more if desired
2½ tablespoons piloncillo, grated
¾ tablespoon kosher salt

Rektyfikowany (Polish rectified spirit), poured

¹⁄ 3 teaspoon cumin

to a level to fill the container. Steep for

¼ teaspoon black pepper
¼ teaspoon Mexican oregano
¹⁄ 8 teaspoon allspice
¹⁄ 8 teaspoon cloves

Add onions and garlic; saute until soft. Deglaze

(enough to fill the container) and Spirytus

Heat oil in a large rondeau and saute

Transfer mixture into a blender and correct

Rektyfikowany, poured to a level to cover

mushrooms, huitlacoche and ginger for 5

seasonings with vinegar and mezcal. Makes

chilies. Steep for 24 hours, strain and store.

minutes over medium-high heat, browning.

about 2½ cups.

Cinnamon stick and star anise, for garnish
Combine all ingredients, except garnish,
into a shaker tin and fill with ice. Shake until
well chilled. Strain into cobbler glass filled

GO FOR A COCKTAIL

» The application: Favor for a Friend:
Redwood Empire Emerald Rye,
Cardamaro, pineapple liqueur, honey,
lemon, Thai chili and a candy cap
mushroom tincture
» The visionary: Bar director J. Harris
Tooley of The Bonnie in Astoria, New York
» The mushroom: Candy cap
» Why it works: “The flavor of the
candy cap is bizarre; it’s like no other
mushroom. This one is sweet and very
pungent on the nose. When it’s dried, it
doesn’t have much aroma; it just smells a

with crushed ice. Top with additional crushed

little cinnamon-y. But when you rehydrate
it, it suddenly comes alive and smells like
gingerbread. It has a little bit of flavor
to it, but it’s not super sweet. It’s mostly
on the nose. It tastes more like bread:
yeasty. It’s confusing: It doesn’t smell
like what you think of as a mushroom.
(The tincture) is not going to amp up
the umami; it’s going to go in the other
direction. You could sweeten drinks with
it. You could make a really killer whisky
soda highball with just a little drop or two.
A little bit of this tincture goes a very long
way, a couple drops here and there.”

ice. Garnish.
To make candy cap mushroom tincture:
In a quart container, combine 1 cup dried

24 hours, strain and store.
To make Thai chili tincture: In a quart

with mezcal, flambe and cook out alcohol. Add
vinegar and reduce by a third. Add piloncillo
and remaining seasonings; cook for 5 minutes.

container, combine dried Thai chilies
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GO FOR PASTA

» The application: Cordyceps
with spaghetti
» The visionary: Chef Remy Pettus of
Bardo restaurant in Minneapolis
» The mushroom: Cordyceps and porcini
» Why it works: “Cordyceps have a
vibrant orange color and a great texture
that mimics a spaghetti noodle when
they are slightly wilted. (They) provide a
great savory umami flavor with a slight
nuttiness and chewiness. They are just so
much fun to eat. Don’t cook them for too
long. They are delicious raw, but I prefer
them slightly wilted in a pan sauce.”

Cordyceps Pasta
Chef Remy Pettus
Bardo, Minneapolis

6 cups water
45 grams kombu
15 grams bonito flakes
1 ounce white wine
2 ounces unsalted butter
Soy sauce, to taste
Freshly ground black pepper, to taste
4 ounces spaghetti, cooked al dente
2 ounces cordyceps mushrooms
1 ounce raw porcinis, thinly shaved*
Chives, minced, as needed
Combine water and kombu and bring to a
simmer for 3 minutes to make dashi. Remove
from heat and strain. Add bonito; rest for
5 minutes. Strain through a cheesecloth.
Add 3 ounces dashi and wine to a pan.
Reduce by half and add butter. Season with
soy and black pepper to taste. Add spaghetti,
cordyceps and porcinis to pasta and cook while
tossing to mix for 1 minute. Twirl pasta around
a meat fork and transfer to plate, pouring
excess sauce over the top. Garnish with chives
and black pepper. Makes 1 serving.

*Use raw, shaved turnips when porcinis
are not in season instead of radish.
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GO FOR A SANDWICH

» The dish: Chicken-Fried Hen of the
Woods Sandwich
» The visionary: Chef Dan Snowden of
Bad Hunter in Chicago
» The mushroom: Hen of the Woods
» Why it works: “Mushrooms are the
most amazing natural meat substitutes.
Their texture and natural ability to absorb
flavor make them a perfect choice. We
marinate the mushrooms in a cayennespiked buttermilk to give them that
Southern-fried-chicken flavor, then dredge
them in flour and fry them just like the
real thing. We make our own sweet-andsour pickles and Alabama-style white
barbecue sauce. The sandwich is finished
with a locally baked brioche bun and
classic American cheese. I really like the
play on words: ‘chicken-fried hen of the
woods.’ It throws people off all the time:
‘Wait, is this actually vegetarian?’ The
texture when fried is amazingly similar to
animal protein, and their flavor is super
earthy and robust, so they stand up to the
rest of the sandwich very well.”

GO FOR A DESSERT
» The application: Honey candied bunapi
mushrooms with chocolate cake, malted
ice cream, chocolate “soil” (crumb) and
chocolate crema
» The visionary: Kate Sigel, who made
the dessert when she oversaw pastry at
the Thompson Hotel, Seattle
» The mushroom: Bunapi
» Why it works: “They’re unexpected.
I love the idea of using an ingredient or
element that surprises the guest. Using
an ingredient that is typically found in a
savory dish, like mushrooms, is exciting
to find where you’d least expect it, like
a dessert. Taking it one step further
and transforming that element into an
actual sweet component just makes it
that much more fun. Foraging is huge
out here, so I wanted to give a nod to that
and incorporate the idea into a dessert
presented in an approachable, playful way.”

Candied Mushrooms
Pastry chef Kate Sigel
Thompson Nashville, Nashville, Tennessee

2 cups brown bunapi mushrooms
3 cups water  
3 cups honey
1 tablespoon salt
2 tablespoons vanilla bean paste
Cut bottom of mushroom cluster and pull apart
into smaller clusters or individual mushrooms.
Combine water, honey, salt and vanilla in a
pot, stir and add mushrooms. Bring to boil
and cook 1 hour or until mushrooms are
translucent and have a slightly firm, gummycandy texture.
Strain and spread on a greased parchmentlined sheet tray.
Place in a heated 135 F oven for 1 hour.
Mushrooms should no longer be sticky and
have a slightly firm texture. Store at room
temperature in an airtight container. n
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DO YOUR
CONTAINERS
DELIVER?
Not all take-out packaging is created
equal. To reliably avoid blowouts, prevent
spills, protect and insulate, choose Pactiv®
hinged-lid containers. Developed with
EarthChoice® SmartLock® technology,
these microwaveable hybrid-material
containers come in multiple sizes and
colors to fit any to-go application.

Blood

Oranges
by

LECHE FLAN WITH BLOOD ORANGE

Our cooperative grows over 40 types of citrus in
California, including the exotic Blood orange that offers
a distinct savory flavor with a hint of raspberry, now
available for a limited time. From cooking to baking to
beverage-ing, our Blood oranges are as versatile
as they are delicious. A real showstopper.
To share the fruits of our labor, contact us at
sales@sunkistgrowers.com, 661-290-8800,
or visit sunkist.com.

INGREDIENTS:
2 Sunkist® Blood oranges, segmented
1/3 cup granulated sugar
2 tablespoons water
5 egg yolks
1 whole egg
½ cup condensed milk
12 oz. can evaporated milk
¼ cup heavy cream
½ teaspoon vanilla extract

Using a rubber spatula, mix in condensed milk, evaporated milk,
heavy cream, and vanilla extract. Once fully combined, strain
mixture through a fine China cap strainer and pour mixture over
the caramel in the flan or cake pan.
Place pan on top of a sheet tray with at least 1-inch border sides.
Place sheet tray with leche flan into the oven. Pour about 2 cups
of hot water onto the sheet tray to create a bain-marie to steam
the leche flan inside the oven.

METHOD:
Preheat oven to 300°F.

Bake for about 30-45 minutes, or until center of the leche flan
jiggles like jelly. If it wiggles like water, it’s not done. Check oven
while baking to make sure the water bath has not become dry.
If so, add more hot water.

In a saucepan, combine granulated sugar and
water. On high heat, bring to boil and cook
until a dark caramel stage.

Once done, remove from oven and allow to cool to room
temperature for 30 minutes before placing inside the
refrigerator to chill.

Pour immediately into an 8-inch flan or cake
pan. Swirl pan so that the caramel covers the
bottom of the pan. Allow to cool at room
temperature.

To serve, run a small paring knife around the leche flan to release
the sides from the pan. Place a plate with a border over the top of
the leche flan and quickly invert the leche flan. Allow the caramel
syrup to drip over the flan as a sauce.

In a bowl, combine egg yolks and whole egg
and whisk until fully combined.

Garnish with blood orange segments around and on top of the
leche flan and serve.

By Chef Sally Camacho Mueller

Sunkist is a trademark of
Sunkist Growers Inc., USA. © 2020

Khachapuri, right, has
become a Georgian
sensation. See page
17 for a rendition.

THE

WILD,
WILD
EAST

Khinkali, below,
is the Georgian
equivalent of
Chinese soup
dumplings.

GEORGIAN CUISINE STAKES A CLAIM

By Peter Gianopulos
Photography by Eva Kolenko
Food styling by Adam Pearson
Prop styling by Amy Paliwoda
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Kupati dogs, above, and grilled
chicken with classic spices
speak Georgian. See pages 19
to 22 for recipes.
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KEY
CITY

FOOD FROM
THE FORMER
SOVIET
REPUBLIC
OF GEORGIA

is often referred to as the last great
undiscovered cuisine of Europe.
But that began to change once U.S.
restaurants started pouring Georgian
wine and serving khachapuri, a
photogenic cheese bread that’s as
ubiquitous in Georgia as pizzas are
in Italy.
Today, Georgian wines and cuisine
have been on a tear. Wine imports to
the United States surged 88 percent
in the first half of 2019, according to
Georgia’s National Wine Agency, while
Georgian-inspired dishes have popped
up everywhere from Brick Shop in
Pittsburgh to Imperial in Portland,
Oregon.
“Georgian food is a cross between
Middle Eastern and Mediterranean
cooking, which draws from the ancient
migrations along the Silk Road,” says
Jonathan Nelms, owner of Supra and
Tabla in Washington, D.C. Although
Georgian cooking dates back centuries,
its spice mixes, fermented foods,
vegetable-rich offerings and sweet-sour
flavors are resonating on a larger scale
and at a rapid clip.

CAPITOL

▷ ROCK the cheese boat

REGION

Netty Davitashvili, the owner of Cheeseboat
in Brooklyn, New York, says the popularity of
khachapuri—Georgia’s iconic cheese bread—lies
in its simplicity. “Everybody likes butter, cheese
and bread,” she says.
Most American diners associate khachapuri
with the Adjarian version: a boat-shaped openface pie that’s ideal for toppings. Diners can rip off
pieces of crust and dip them into its gooey center.
Davitashvili uses a blend of Italian mozzarella,
feta and brie and offers Americanized versions,
including eggs Benedict khachapuri and shrimp
and grits, both of which have turned a low-cost
Georgian staple into a profitable brunch novelty.

Honey Cheese Boat
Chef Netty Davitashvili
Cheeseboat, Brooklyn

  
2 grams yeast
3 grams sugar
3 grams salt
90 grams lukewarm water
30 grams whole milk

Brush Up on Georgian Geography

Go beyond khachapuri by serving regional variations. Check out
Carla Capalbo’s cookbook “Tasting Georgia,” which makes its
paperback debut this spring, for ideas.

2 eggs, divided use
1½ grams canola oil
175 grams flour
230 grams sulguni or mozzarella, shredded
50 grams feta
50 grams brie, cut into small pieces

LOBIANI
From the
RachaLechkhumi
region, this
variation is
stuffed with
herbed beans.

12 grams heavy cream
10 grams fresh walnuts, ground
3 grams powdered sugar
15 grams organic honey
Combine yeast, sugar and salt and dissolve. Add
water and milk. Whisk in 1 egg, oil and add flour.
Knead into dough, cover and rest for 10 minutes.

“IF GEORGIANS HAD
COME TO AMERICA
BEFORE THE ITALIANS,
EVERYONE WOULD BE
EATING KHACHAPURI
INSTEAD OF PIZZA.”

Combine mozzarella feta, brie, heavy cream and

—Sean Fredericks of Kargi Gogo, Portland, Oregon

and honey.

remaining egg.
Divide dough into desired size, roll and flatten into
a small row boat shape with 2/3-inch-tall halls all around.
Add generous amount of cheese filling. Repeat.
Bake boats in a heated 450 F oven, 10 minutes or until

KUBDARI
Spicy stuffed
flatbread from
SamegreloZemo Svaneti
is filled with
spiced ground
meats.

PENOVANI
Originated
from
SamtskheJavakheti, the
flaky dough
includes a
cheesy center.

golden brown. Garnish with walnuts, powdered sugar
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HUMMUS is made for more
“ GEORGIA

IS LIKE
BERLIN 20
YEARS AGO:
AMAZING
FOOD THAT
NO ONE
KNOWS
ABOUT.”
—Tamara Chubinidze of
Chama Mama, New York

HUMMUS TOAST

HUMMUS BOWLS

▷ SNACK
Georgian-style

HUMMUS PIZZA

HUMMUS SANDWICH

The perfect canvas for your culinary masterpiec !
Ignite your plant-forward creativity at sabra.com/foodservice or
order through your PepsiCo Food Service Representative today.
• Classic Hummus, 5lb: 2656064
• Roasted Red Pepper Hummus, 5lb: 1964055

While Supra’s dining
room in Washington
D.C., focuses on
classics, its happy
hour bar menu offers
snacks that encourage
guests to sip its lowcost Georgian wines.
Think ajika-spiced
chicken wings with a
Georgian cheese sauce
or a Georgian-style
corn dog. For the latter,
Supra’s kitchen makes
kupati (a spicy sausage
with pepper, sumac
and tart barberries)
and wraps them with
ghomi, a traditional
side dish reminiscent
of thick cheese grits,
before frying. The
result is like a sausagestuffed arancini. “Every
ingredient is Georgian,
but you won’t find these
dishes in Georgia,” says
Nelms.

Kupati Dogs

In large mixing bowl, combine meats, onions and garlic; mix

Chef Lonnie Zoeller

well by hand. Add barberries, spices and 2 tablespoons salt;

Supra, Washington, D.C.

refrigerate, about an hour. Form golf ball-sized balls and roll into
3-inch links, about the size of a breakfast sausage. Heat oil in a

2 pounds ground pork

cast-iron skillet and brown sausages on all sides until cooked

½ pound ground beef
½ pound white onion, minced

through; cool.

3 garlic cloves, minced  

Make the dough by combining the flour and remaining 1

2 tablespoons barberries

tablespoon salt. Gradually add about 2 cups warm water so

1 tablespoon sumac

mixture is smooth but not sticking to your hand. Mix in cheese

½ tablespoon blue fenugreek
½ teaspoon crushed red pepper flakes
½ teaspoon ground coriander seed
¹⁄ 8 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
¹⁄ 8 teaspoon cinnamon

and sour cream.
Section dough into balls for each sausage and roll into a cylinder.
Flatten on a cutting board with parchment. Place sausage in
center of dough and fold the dough completely around each

3 tablespoons kosher salt, divided use

link evenly, ensuring an ¹⁄ 8 -inch layer around the sausage and

Canola oil as needed

no exposed meat.

1 pound masarepa corn flour
8 ounces low-moisture mozzarella, shredded

Heat oil to 350 F and fry the corn dogs until golden and crispy,

½ cup sour cream

about 3 to 4 minutes. Makes about 20 dogs with leftover dough.
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▷ ADD some flower power
When Georgian chefs talk about “saffron” (or
saphran) they’re referring to ground orange
marigold petals, which chef Zach Engel of Galit in
Chicago says can imbue any dish with an aura of
spring. “There’s something beautifully sweet and
subtle about marigolds, especially when combined
with other Georgian herbs,” says Engel.
He flutters dried marigold frills atop his coalroasted dukkah carrots for color and sweetness and
channels the Caucasus with his bazhe sauce (see
recipe below).
In the spring, the sauce is draped over
asparagus but can be applied to any seasonal
vegetable, making it a versatile dressing for vegan
and vegetarian dishes.

Bazhe Sauce with Asparagus
Chef Zach Engel
Galit, Chicago

  
1 pound walnut halves
6 saffron threads
3½ tablespoons pomegranate molasses, divided use
2½ tablespoons salt, divided use
1 tablespoon coriander, ground

¼ teaspoon smoked paprika
1 teaspoon dried marigold leaves and/or
flowers, ground
2 cups extra-virgin olive oil, plus extra for grilling
1 pound asparagus, woody ends removed
Blanch walnuts in boiling water, 1 minute. Drain and
shock and cover with water overnight. Soak saffron in
2 cups water overnight.
Strain walnuts and process with saffron water, 2½
tablespoons pomegranate molasses, 1½ tablespoons of
salt, coriander, paprika and marigold in a blender until
smooth. Drizzle in olive oil.
Season the asparagus with remaining tablespoon salt,
remaining pomegranate molasses and some olive oil.
Cook on a grill or in a saute pan over high heat until
charred and tender.
To serve, pool sauce on a place and add asparagus and
drizzle on top if desired. Garnish with fresh marigold
leaves and flowers.
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Play
with Clay
At Chama Mama
in New York,
owner Tamara
Chubinidze relies
on traditional
shallow clay
cooking vessels
called ketsi.
“Anything cooked
in ketsi—meats,
potatoes or
vegetables—gains
a gentle smoke
flavor and is 100
times more crispy
than cooking on
the stove,” says
Chubinidze, who
bakes her ketsi in
the oven.
Everything from
her Georgian
cornbread to a
garlic-sauced
game hen called
shkmeruli are
cooked in ketsi,
which appeals to
health-conscious
diners because
they don’t require
oil or butter.
“They’re like a
magic wand:
they’re so easy
to cook with” she
says. “All you
need is the clay
and some heat.”
Should operators
want to extend
the clay theme,
consider ordering
Georgian clay
wine vessels—
called piala—
which Chubinidze
serves exclusively
at the bar.

Hit the Vegetable Patch

3 twists on Georgian vegetarian classics
Spread the Pkhali: Traditionally, pkhali are colorful
vegetarian pates made with minced seasonal
vegetables and spiced walnut paste. At Noosh in San
Francisco, however, Laura and Sayat Ozyilmaz inject
Middle Eastern and Californian influences by folding
in tahini and kale and smoothening it out to create a
kind of pkhali hummus (above).
Offer a Georgian Salad: At Kargi Gogo in Portland,
Oregon, owner Sean Fredericks combines traditional
Georgian ingredients for salads by dressing greens in
a sunflower oil vinaigrette topped with guda cheese
(a pungent sheep-milk cheese), toasted walnuts,
seasonal fruit and pomegranate seeds.
Just Kraut It: Inspired by Georgia’s love for fermented
vegetables, chef Brandon Blumenfeld of Brick Shop
in Pittsburgh serves a probiotic-rich sauerkraut made
with fenugreek, celeriac and paprika (above).
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Spring Life into Your Menu with
Tkemali (plum sauce)
1 pound red or yellow plums or a combination

½ star anise pod
1 teaspoon fennel seeds
1 tablespoon mint leaves, roughly chopped
1 tablespoon cilantro leaves, roughly chopped
2 large garlic cloves, minced
About 1½ teaspoons kosher salt

Tomatoes, Julienne Cut
A-Code #8451080
Tomato Halves
A-Code #6451108

½ teaspoon red chili flakes, or more if mild
Sugar, as needed
Wash plums, put in a small pot and add

Pitted Bing Cherries
A-Code #1861806

enough water to just cover. Bring to a boil and
simmer until soft, 10 to 15 minutes. Strain,
remove pits; reserve liquid. The strained plums
should have the texture of thin tomato soup;
stir in reserved liquid if needed.
Grind star anise with fennel seeds in a spice
grinder and add the plums with remaining
ingredients except sugar. Cook over medium
heat, uncovered, stirring occasionally, until
flavors have melded and sauce is as thick as
ketchup, about 30 minutes. Season with more
salt to taste, along with sugar if desired.

Tkemali, red
adjika and
khmeli suneli.

Spice it Right

Speak Georgian with a spice or a sauce

Khmeli Suneli
Red Adjika

(Georgian spice mix)
2 tablespoons dried marjoram

6 red bell peppers, roasted

2 tablespoons dried dill

Tkemali: The chimichurri of the Georgian table,

3 Calabrian chilies, deseeded

2 tablespoons dried summer savory

a slightly acidic sauce made from green plums
and spices. Pair with grilled meats or short-rib
khinkali dumplings like they do at Odd Duck in
Milwaukee.

2 fresno chilies, deseeded

2 tablespoons dried mint

1½ large tomatoes, peeled

2 tablespoons dried parsley

1 head garlic, peeled

2 tablespoons ground coriander seeds

1½ teaspoons ground coriander

2 tablespoons ground dried marigold petals

seed

2 tablespoons fenugreek seeds

Adjika: Georgia’s beloved hot sauce can be green

2 tablespoons red wine

2 bay leaves, crushed

or red depending on the peppers. Pair with
fish, like Biff Gottehrer’s red adjika branzino at
Ripplewood Whiskey & Craft near Philadelphia.

¼ bunch cilantro, leaves only,

1 tablespoon black pepper

chopped

1 tablespoon dried basil
Combine all ingredients except

Khmeli Suneli: Georgia’s version of garam

cilantro into a blender to chop but

masala—often fenugreek, marigolds, dill and
mint—is a killer rub. At Imperial in Portland,
Oregon, Vitaly Paley applies it to pork shashlik
skewers for Georgian barbecue night events.

not puree. Cook in a lightly oiled
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1 tablespoon fenugreek leaves

Apricot Halves - Fancy
A-Code #1859636

Charcuterie Board

SERVING SUGGESTION

Black Mission Figs
A-Code #1869007
Pitted Dates
A-Code #1871235

1 tablespoon dried thyme
Grind all ingredients together.

saute pan until thickened. Add
cilantro; cool and serve with

Recipes by Chef Vitaly Paley of Imperial

grilled meat.

in Portland, Oregon. n

Naturally delicious Traina sun dried fruit adds vibrant color and
premium ﬂavor to cheese boards and charcuterie trays.
For more information, please call 1-888-708-2222
or email us at info@sugarfoods.com

◃ Kitchen Expedition
Richmond, British Columbia

Richmond’s
Night Market

By Laura Yee
Photography by Jeremy Wong
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Stop here for the
most authentic
Chinese cuisine in
North America
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Chilies and
warm spices, are
prevalent in bone-in
lamb stir fry and
beef skewers at
Shine Valley Soup.

A FIND-AND-DINE
EXPEDITION OF
AUTHENTIC FOOD
DOESN’T ALWAYS
LEAD TO THE
COUNTRY OF ORIGIN.
FOR CHINESE,
IT’S RICHMOND,
BRITISH COLUMBIA.
Largely ignored by food media
and undiscovered in the U.S., this
nondescript suburb of Vancouver, is
home to more than 200 Asian
restaurants concentrated in a 3-mile
radius. Some are one-dish concepts,
such as tofu or fermented soup, while
others specialize in a region of China
or ingredient like lamb. Food courts
are many, but the city is best known
for the Night Market, a weekend seasonal
showcase of food stalls that could easily
be mistaken for Singapore’s hawker
stalls or Hong Kong’s Temple Street
food stands.
Situated on Canada’s Pacific coast,
Richmond’s unique demographic of
majority Chinese and remarkably large
numbers of Filipinos and Japanese
(about 75 percent of the 214,000
residents) have evolved into a level of
authentic cuisine matched only by the
Far East. Hong Kong immigrants and
burgeoning wealth from China has fueled
much of the suburb’s steady population
growth over the last decade, evident by
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FOCUS /

Tofu as a snack or dessert
> Soy pudding with grass jelly and maple
syrup: silken, amazingly fresh and clean—
served either hot or cold. The grass jelly
that tops this pudding is made from the
platostoma palustre plant, a relative of
mint. It has a slight earthiness and faint
bitterness, making it ideal with the ginger
syrup served in a condiment. Yeast-risen
fried dough sliced into bite-sized pieces is
meant for dipping. Other toppings include
basil seeds and red beans. The shop sells
only tofu products, from fresh soy milk to
warm and cold tofu puddings. Six two-tops
framing each side of the walls is all that’s
needed invite a constant flow of traffic.
Source: Excellent Tofu & Snacks, #160-4231 Hazelbridge Way

a preponderance of luxury cars that fill
lots and jockey for street parking.
Still, expect no-frills service and the
typical Chinese eat-and-leave dining style
with classic Canadian friendliness from
mostly mom-and-pop operators open to
answering cooking questions. Speaking
Mandarin or even Cantonese makes it
easier and yields more details. Don’t be
surprised if you are the only non-Asian
and don’t be thrown off by the names of
restaurants or the dishes. Blame it on lost
in translation.
Because authentically prepared
Chinese barbecue, from spareribs to pork
tenderloin, and classic Peking-style roast
duck can be found in the U.S., HK BBQ
Master is not included on this list, but it
certainly lives up to its name. Considering
that a local blogger dedicated every day
for a year to eating Asian in a different
Richmond restaurant, the following
dishes are only a glimpse but at least
representative of the cuisine’s depth.
Hopefully, they will fill the hunger for
inspiration, ideas and riffing.

FOCUS /

Northern Chinese, specializing in lamb

Dishes like chili-spiked
squid, above, are go-to
dishes at the Night Market.

> Bone-in lamb stir-fry: dominated by garlic,
chili and a balance of five-spice power.
The meat is braised (the liquid saved for
soup), air-dried overnight and then stirfried with plenty of red bird chiles and the
green part of scallions.
> Skewers of chicken heart and lamb kidney:
heavily seasoned with five-spice and
ground chili are grilled over an open
charcoal fire, robata-style.
> Buns, referred to as flatbread: flaky and
dense (not a yeast dough), filled with an
ingredient, such as red bean paste or
green onion and ham. Ingredients such
as sesame paste or five-spice powder are
blended into the dough. Both kinds are
brushed with egg, generously sprinkled
with sesame seeds and baked.
Source: Shine Valley Soup, 4653 Garden City
Road #2215
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FOCUS /

Sauerkraut Fish aka Suan Cai Yu
> Hot and Sour Fish Soup: a one-dish
concept built around a whole fish,
fermented cabbage and chili-spiked broth.
Richmond’s proximity to the Pacific means
plentiful seafood options, including sea
bass and ling cod. Served family-style,
suan cai yu is seasoned with coriander
and teaming with chilies, roasted garlic,
onions, and green and black Sichuan
peppercorns. The dish is rich and balanced
with layers of heat and flavor—and could
easily be served as an individual main
course. More than a dozen 3-feet-tall urns
filled with fermenting cabbage share the
dining room.
Source: Chinese Sauerkraut Fish (aka Too Two), 4940
Number 3 Road, Suite 101

Funk and fish
figure prominently
at Sauerkraut Fish.

FOCUS /

Chaozhou, also known as chiu chow
in Cantonese, in the eastern part of
Guangdong province bordering the
South China Sea
> Peppered pork stomach soup with sour
Soaked and expertly cleaned,
it’s sliced into strips and braised with
onions and Sichuan peppercorns. The
sourness of this rich and flavorful
house specialty comes from salted and
fermented Asian greens and cabbages.
While fermented foods only recently
have become commonplace in American
restaurants, preservation is a hallmark of
authentic Chinese cooking.
> Marinated tofu and egg: an example of
the true sublime and simple Cantonese
cooking that’s been bastardized in the
U.S. Soft, housemade tofu and whole
peeled eggs are poached in soy sauce and
roasted in sesame oil. The eggs, cooked
until jammy inside, are halved and
framed by sliced tofu.
vegetable:

Source: Parklane Chinese Restaurant, 7997
Westminster Highway
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Local squid is
prolific at the
Night Market
and restaurants.
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The Richmond
Night Market:
Chew and Do

CREATE A
DISH THEY’LL
REMEMBER
When you start with consistently delicious
ingredients like Sterling Silver® Premium Meats,
your creativity is all your dishes need to shine.

At first glance, a night market of 100plus food stalls and more than 200
retail vendors hawking Asian trinkets,
toys and souvenirs seems like dream
food research until realizing that it’s
less reconnaissance and more of a
culturally enlightening night out.

Noodles and oysters
topped with chili sauce,
meat skewers, and tofu,
red beans and peanuts are
served from food stalls at
the Night Market.

From mid-May through mid-October,
the Richmond Night Market is host
to an array of food, reflecting the
overall Asian community rather than
predominately Chinese restaurants.
It’s worth experiencing, but don’t
expect mind-blowingly complex
traditional foods, which wouldn’t
be easy to enjoy among the tightly
packed throngs of people who pack
this weekend affair, which runs
Friday through Sunday from 7 p.m.
to midnight.
Search out live-fire vendors and fresh
seafood offerings, such as fried or
grilled squid and baked local oysters,
which are buried among a bevy of
country fair-worthy options like deepfried cheese, mac and cheese, katsu
sandwiches and tornado potatoes.

PRO TIP: Avoid the hassle of parking
and take the train, which is a short
walk to the market. Even if you only
visit once, it’s worth buying a fast
pass pack of tickets to avoid the long
wait times, which can extend to as
much as an hour to enter the market
located at 8700 McKim Way.

1.855.223.3383 | CUSTOMERCARE@STERLINGSILVERMEATS.COM | STERLINGSILVERMEATS.COM | @STERLINGSILVERPREMIUMMEATS
©2020 Cargill Meat Solutions Corporation.
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FOCUS /

Tianjin, northern China

Pork intestine soup
with bits of thick
noodles is finished
with chili oil at
Xi’an Cuisine.

> Lamb with a housemade rice noodle soup:
thickened with sesame and peanut paste
and topped with bean sprouts, cilantro and
a spicy house sauce made from chili and
tomato, makes this hearty and filling. Bone
broth is evident.
> Beef bun: described as a Chinese
“hamburger” but probably not the most
apropos comparison. The bun is made from
a dough of flour, water and sesame, resulting
in a dense, not yeasty, bread indicative of
the north. Inside, it’s filled with sliced beef,
cooked with abundant amounts of ginger,
cinnamon, clove and hints of cumin that’s
paired with the same chili-tomato sauce as
the noodle dish.

FOCUS /

Where is Richmond,
British Columbia?

Regional Classics

Located on Canada’s Pacific coast,
about 3.5 hours northwest of Seattle

> Pulled noodles and pork burger: Not to be
confused with U.S. locations of a similar
name, this Xi’An Cuisine is a cult favorite
on the second level of the Richmond
Public Market food. While Xi’an is
centrally located in China, the classics
have become mainstream. Noodles,
which symbolize long life, would never
be cut short, but it’s clearly a way to use
leftovers. They include chopped thick
and dense noodles tossed with sliced
beef and equal amounts of napa cabbage,
its wavy leaves capturing and efficiently
transporting a garlicky soy and ginger
sauce along with pigeon peas. There’s
also a pork intestine soup with pieces
of noodles that resemble spaetzle and
broken vermicelli, paired with a scallion.
The so-called “pork burger,” seasoned
with five spice and ginger, is like a pulled
pork sandwich.

A few metro train stops from
Vancouver International Airport
54% or 107,080 identify as Chinese,
a number that has grown steadily
since 1996.*
English is second at 18,015
Filipino is third at 15,480.
*Source: 2016 Canada census

Source: O’Tray Noodle, President’s Plaza, 8181 Cambie
Road, a few steps from Aberdeen Canada Line Station

FOCUS /

More Than Hot Pot
> Spicy JiangHu stir fried lamb tripe: Not-forthe-faint-of-the-heart heat with super spicy
fresh serranos and dried red tsin-tsin chilies,
onions, garlic and cilantro. The lamb tripe
has the right amount of funk.
> Popcorn chicken with mountain yam: thigh
meat tossed in corn starch and plum powder
and deep-fried. The protein sits atop peeled
yam that’s sprinkled with plum powder and
roasted. The result is an unfamiliar but
wonderful sweet aroma.
> Crispy fried fish skin with egg yolk: a dish
that checks off of the moment needs. It’s
sharable, works as a bar snack and appetizer
and fits the nose-to-tail ethos. Moreover, it’s
crunchy, salty and full of umami. Northern
Chinese cooks are masterful at deep-frying
and then wok-frying an ingredient, and this
dish, though somewhat labor intensive, is no
different. Fish skin is cleaned, laid out flat
and air dried in the cooler for a few days,
which helps keep it flat while frying. At
pickup, it’s wok-fried and tossed with salted
egg yolk, ginger, garlic and soy.

Source: Xi’an Cuisine at the Richmond Public Market

Whole animal cooking
has always been a
hallmark of Asian
cuisine, including crispy
fried fish skin, above,
and whole roasted fish.

FOCUS /
Guanxi

FOCUS /

Customizable Fish

Source: JiangHu Taiwanese Hot Pot and Wok, 7911

> Whole roasted fish with choice of toppings: For the Chinese, food and symbolism
are intertwined, representing wealth and prosperity. Fish signifies bounty, a belief
embodied at Mr. Fish Man that offers six varieties—catfish, ling cod, rockfish, sea
bass, sole and tilapia—served whole and priced by size. The fish, halved lengthwise
and coated with chili oil, is flame roasted in a pizza-like oven at high temperatures,
blistering and blackening some of the skin. Once roasted, it’s placed in a hotel-pan-like
serving dish layered with a choice of ingredients based on eight styles, each offering
varying degrees of heat. They include fermented soy bean, Sichuan “ma la” sauce,
garlic, ginger, bell peppers, black wood ear mushrooms, fresh tofu, kelp and lotus root.

Alderbridge Way, Unit 100

Source: Mr. Fish Man, 8391 Alexandra Road
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> Duality cuisine: With Guangdong
(Cantonese cuisine that defined Chinese
food in America) to the east, Sichuan
to the north and Vietnam to the west,
food from the cities within Guanxi take
cues from its neighbors, namely varying
amounts of fermentation and heat. This
particularly applies to noodles, including
a Guilin rice noodle dish of marinated
pork, beef and deep fried sausage, sour
beans and fried peanuts in a deeply
flavorful broth. Nanning noodles features
a fermented broth with romaine, ginger
garlic and black beans. The unlikeliest of
finds: “exploding pulp chicken”—pankocrusted chicken breast stuffed with a
creamy yellow cheese. The owner says it’s
a traditional dish of the region. ■
Source: Creating Taste, 4540 Number 3 Road
Michael Tsonton, a Chicago-based chef, contributed
to this report.
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◃ Cover Story

Get the
recipe for
this floral
gin tipple
from Z Bar
in Chicago
on page 36.

POWER
+
COUPLE
=

Raise a toast to mutual partnerships
between food and beverage

By M. Jane Johnson
Photography by Eva Kolenko
Food styling by Adam Pearson
Prop styling by Amy Paliwoda
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►

BEVERAGE

has always played second fiddle to
food—until the advent of gastropubs,
mixologists and award-winning wine
programs. But a strong new food and
cocktail culture is upping its stature
again as more diners look for social
experiences beyond eating and drinking.
Add outstanding hospitality—seamless
service paired with a stellar, on-brand
environment—and the package becomes
an entertainment experience that can
lift takeout and delivery couch potatoes
out of their seats.
“That’s exactly the type of scene people
are drawn to,” says Aubrey Mansene,
beverage manager for Fox Restaurant
Concepts, parent of The Henry, an allday restaurant with locations in multiple
states. “Guests play off that energy to
create their own thing, exactly what you
want to happen in a restaurant.”
At the Peninsula Hotel Chicago’s Z
Bar—named by Forbes magazine last
fall as one of the World’s Best Hotel
Bars—food and beverage offerings share
the same menu, a statement that says
they’re equal partners.
“Having one without the other makes
it an incomplete experience. Our job
is to offer everything guests need to
facilitate their own social experience,”
says Jason Xu, chef tournant.
Adds Vlad Novikov, director of
cocktails and culture for the Peninsula:
“The idea that you’re a bar or a
restaurant is less of a distinction. You
have to be great at both.”
To ensure that food and drink are
in peak competitive form, ready to
stir up interest and social interaction,
consider these concepts working
F&B partnerships.
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Z BAR /
CHICAGO
The Approach: Provide all the elements
required so guests can cobble together the
perfect mix of food and drink. The end
game: dynamic, guest-directed experiences
that are uniquely their own.
The Vibe: A world-class bar that, whether
guests are from down the street or halfway
across the world, ends up feeling like
everyone’s favorite watering hole albeit one
in a showstopper setting with ultra-luxe
glamour and glitz.
Which comes first, cocktail or eats? The
culinary and bar teams work in sync. “We
bounce ideas off each other very well,”
says Vlad Novikov, director of cocktails
and culture. “If I put a new drink on the
menu, it’s not just coming from me. It has
to be a collaborative process with ongoing
conversation between Jason and me.”
Tips for Success: Offer recognizable food
made unique thanks to creative ingredients
and preparations. Drinks must be
attention-grabbing gold standards. Design
food to be shareable, something that guests
experience together. “Everything is plated
in a way that encourages interaction with
the food,” says Xu. “It creates little pockets
of energy around the experience.”

2 ounces Vietnamese fish sauce

Sunday Spritz

1½ ounces Asian sesame oil

Director of cocktails and culture Vlad Novikov

¾ ounce oyster sauce

Z Bar, Peninsula Hotel Chicago

8 chicken wings, tips removed  
Sesame seeds, to garnish

Ice, as needed

Slivered green onions, to garnish

Strawberries, sliced, as needed

Quick pickled vegetables, recipe follows

1 lemon peel strip
3 ounces Balsam Aperitif Magnolia

Puree all ingredients except chicken,

½ ounce St. Elder liqueur

garnishes and pickled vegetables in

Club soda, as needed

a food processor until smooth.

Fresh herbs, such as mint, to garnish

Marinate chicken wings overnight or

Fill large wine glass with ice, a few slices

up to 48 hours. Drain, pat dry and arrange on a

strawberry and lemon peel. Add Balsam

sheet tray. Roast in a heated 450 F oven

Magnolia and elderflower liqueur; top with

until cooked through, turning once, about

cold soda water and garnish with a few herbs.

15 minutes. Sprinkle with sesame seeds and
green onion and serve with pickled vegetables.
To make pickled vegetables: Slice 1 small
peeled carrot and 2 Persian cucumbers at
a diagonal. Bring ½ cup rice vinegar,
1 teaspoon sugar, 1 teaspoon Asian sesame
oil and salt to taste to a boil. Pour over
vegetables and cool to room temperature.

The Z
Director of cocktails and culture Vlad Novikov
Z Bar, Peninsula Hotel, Chicago

4 cucumber slices

Korean Goggi Wings

1 sprig mint
2 ounces gin

Z Bar, Peninsula Hotel Chicago

¾ ounce Italicus Rosolio di Bergamotto
¾ ounce fresh lime juice
½ ounce simple syrup

1 large clove garlic, smashed

Flowering herb, to garnish

Chef tournant Jason Xu

1-inch piece ginger, chopped
5½ ounces palm sugar

Muddle cucumber and mint in a shaker. Fill

5½ ounces gochujang

with ice; add all ingredients except garnish;

3½ ounces fresh lemon juice

shake vigorously. Double-strain into peacock

3½ ounces rice wine vinegar

glass; garnish with cluster of flowering herb.
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High on Low
As the food-andcocktail culture heats
up, conversely so
too has interest in
nonalcoholic and lowalcohol cocktails. “The
trend is coming up
more and more,” says
The Henry’s Mansene.
“Sometimes you just
want a little giddy-up in
your glass.” Drinks such
as low-alcohol spritzers,
specialty liqueurs and
bubbly are prominent on
menus as are no-alcohol
sparkling juices, such as
clementine or passion
fruit juice with sparkling
water. “We’ve had to be
more creative to come up
with the right offerings,
and it has been fun.”
At Z Bar in Chicago,
Vlad Novikov sees strong
growth. “More and more
people want to have a
lighter experience, and
that includes drinks.
There’s less interest in
being totally blasted.”
He says guests often
are surprised that nonalcoholic drinks are
priced the same as those
with booze. “We use
non-alcoholic botanical
distillates from England
that can cost more than
liquor. But once they try
them, they’re completely
on board.”

For more on
spirit-free
cocktails, see
page 68.

“THINK OF FOOD
AND DRINK
PAIRINGS AS A
WAY FOR CHEFS
AND BARTENDERS
TO HAVE FUN
WITH THE MENU
WITHOUT THE
SHACKLED LABEL
OF WHITE
TABLECLOTH OR
FINE DINING.”
—Dennis Johnston, Food Fanatics chef, Austin, Texas

THE ORIGINAL /
Milwaukee
The Approach: Each entree is followed by
a recommended beer, wine or cocktail. “We
wanted to make it simple to orchestrate a great
experience,” says co-owner Eric Rzepka. “There’s
a high hit-rate. Sixty percent to 70 percent of
diners select one of the choices, and of that threequarters go with the cocktail.”
The Vibe: Comfortable, lively and homey with good
energy and attentive service. “We want it to feel
like you’re at a great party where food and drinks
have been well-thought out, nicely prepared and
served with warmth,” says Rzepka.
Which comes first, cocktail or eats? Although
they aim for parity, food leads, drinks follow. “All of
our craft cocktails are built around the menu,” says
Rzepka.
Tips for Success: Strong cohesion between
kitchen and bar, and team members who are
adept at making recommendations for drinks and
food. “Training has never been more important,”
says Rzepka. “Guests love it when they can turn
themselves over to the server to help create a great
experience. That means servers have to know wine,
beer and cocktails as well as all the details of the
food menu.”
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Grilled Lamb Loin with Spring
Pea and Potato Hash
Executive chef Vinny Cornils
The Original, Milwaukee

Four 10-ounce lamb loins
Kosher salt and pepper, to taste
2 cups Yukon Gold potatoes, unpeeled, cut into

¾-inch cubes
3 tablespoons olive oil, divided use
1 cup English peas, blanched
1 cup whole milk Greek yogurt
2 tablespoons honey
3 tablespoons mint, minced, divided use
Grilled frisee, for serving
Season lamb with salt and pepper; grill 3 to 4
minutes per side. Rest.
Toss potatoes with oil and salt and pepper to taste.
Roast at 375 F until crisp and golden, 20 to 25
minutes. Coarsely smash together with peas; keep
warm.
Stir together yogurt, honey and 2 tablespoons
mint; set aside.
  
To plate, slice lamb on a bias. Fan with lamb across
potato hash. Top with grilled frisee and a sprinkle
of salt. Drizzle with mint yogurt.

Fernet About It
Lead bartender Cameron McKenzie
The Original, Milwaukee

1¾ ounces Tito’s strawberry-infused vodka*
1 ounce simple syrup

¼ ounce Fernet Branca liqueur
1 egg
Lemon oil, as needed
In a shaker filled with ice, shake vodka, simple
syrup and liqueur. Strain into dry shaker; add egg
and dry shake. Pour into snifter and then lightly
spritz with lemon oil.
*For strawberry-infused vodka, combine 1 liter
Tito’s vodka with 3 ounces house-dehydrated
strawberries; cover and let stand 3 days.
Strain into bottle and reseal.

The Original
in Milwaukee
pairs a fernetvodka cocktail
with grilled
lamb loin.
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THE HENRY /
Phoenix, Dallas, West Hollywood and
Coronado, California
The Approach: The Henry describes its
culture as “hospitalitarian,” the idea that
the space belongs to the customers and
that no matter if they visit for breakfast,
lunch or dinner, The Henry is spot-on.
“We sell food and drink, but our goal is to
deliver experiences,” says Mansene.
The Vibe: A vibrant come-as-you-are
aura makes the power suit and yoga
pants crowds feel like egalitarians. “Our
tagline is ‘the greatest neighborhood
restaurant,’” says Mansene. “That means
you’ll see all kinds of different groups

here, business and social, and it all
works and makes us stand apart in a
hypercompetitive market.”
Which comes first, cocktail or eats?
They’re on equal footing, says Mansene.
“Our goal as an organization is to make
ingredients that go well together. We
hunker down and rely heavily on each
other to make that happen, brainstorming
until we have food and drinks that work.”
Tips for Success: “Food and beverage,
sure it matters, but it’s not the most
important thing we do,” says Mansene.
“Hospitality is, and people sense that. It
allows them to have confidence that the
front of the house staff will be their tour
guides to a memorable time.”

Charred Avocado Salad
Chef culinary officer Clint Woods
The Henry, West Hollywood, California

2 cups romaine lettuce, torn into pieces
1 cup spring lettuce mix
1 cup bok choy, julienned
1½ ounces heirloom carrots, thinly sliced
1½ ounces grape tomatoes, halved
1 ounce snow peas, halved
1 ounce cucumber, halved, seeded,
thinly sliced

¾ ounce radishes, thinly sliced, soaked
briefly in ice water
1½ ounces ginger-miso vinaigrette,
recipe follows

½ avocado, pitted, unpeeled
¼ teaspoon olive oil blend
Pinch kosher salt
Toasted sesame seeds
Combine all the produce, except avocado, with
dressing and mound in the center of a large
salad bowl.
Place avocado, cut-side up, on sizzle platter;
coat with oil and sprinkle with salt. Char
heavily with a blow torch then cut into 8 square
pieces, slipping them from peel. Add
to salad and sprinkle with sesame seeds.
To make ginger-miso vinaigrette: Combine
1 tablespoon chopped ginger, ½ clove garlic,
2 tablespoons yellow miso, 1 tablespoon rice
wine vinegar, 1 teaspoon raw sugar and salt
and pepper to taste. Slowly drizzle in 1 cup
flavorless oil; strain. Makes about 1 cup.
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SUPPORT SUSTAINABILITY. SERVE GOOD®.
To-go service is sustainable with Monogram® products from our Serve Good® program.
Made from recycled content and compostable materials, our line of responsible disposables
reduces waste while helping you meet a growing consumer demand.

THE RUMPUS ROOM /
Milwaukee
The approach: The Rumpus Room
stays true to the city’s storied cocktail
culture but ups the game with food
that enhances and complements the
experience, says John Wise, director
of operations and managing partner for
Bartolotta Restaurants.
The vibe: In the best possible way,
Wise says the restaurant often operates
in organized chaos. “It’s lively, loud,
energetic, vibrant. Everyone is into their
food, cocktails and conversation. There’s
no pretension, and there are no rules,”
says Wise.
Which comes first, cocktail or eats?
Wise says that operationally food and
drink are on equal footing. “It’s a
complete partnership between Andrew
Koser, executive chef, and the general
manager, who oversees the beverage
program. They travel together, taste
together and create together.”
Tips for Success: From a service
standpoint, beer and wine are easier—
open and pour. “Craft cocktails involve
more technique and skill and to do it
right, you need people who are talented
and passionate,” says Wise. Increasingly,
they also look to bring strong local
elements to the cocktails. “Location is
a point of pride.”

The Spring Equinox
The Rumpus Room, Milwaukee Wisconsin

1½ ounces St. George Terroir gin
1 ounce fresh-pressed beet juice

½ ounce dill simple syrup, recipe follows
½ ounce fresh lemon juice
2 dashes Fee Brothers Lemon Bitters
Fresh dill, for garnish
Combine gin, beet juice, dill simple syrup,
lemon juice and bitters into a shaker filled with
ice. Double strain into coupe glass; garnish

EXCLUSIVE
BRAND
For more information or to order, visit usfoods.com
or contact your US Foods® representative.

with fresh dill.
To make dill simple syrup, add handful
fresh dill to warm simple syrup; steep
overnight. Strain. n
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4D molds are adding another layer of
creativity for seemingly simple but truly
complex desserts packed with wow factor.
▶ Last seen: Jonquils Café & Bakery in
Boston surprises with varied shapes within
a shape, allowing for contrasting shapes,
flavors and textures.

Surprise Packages

▶ Last seen: Jersey City hotspot Corto
puts a sophisticated spin on gnocchetti
sardi with vegetable brodo, cabbage, salted
fennel and grana.

To find the next big thing in New World
Italian, chefs are bringing Old World riffs
into the 21st century. Think select artisanquality imports merged with thoughtful
farm-to-fork Americana.

●●●

AMALFI
C A L L ING

▶ Last seen: San Francisco restaurateurs Anthony
Myint and Karen Leibowitz started Zero Foodprint
in hopes of tackling climate change efforts by
2020, while Dominique Crenn has removed landraised meat from her menu.

As the fight to save the planet rages on, restaurants
are doing their part to reduce their global footprint
with responsible sourcing and waste control to
rebuild eco-culture one plate at a time.

Climate-Friendly Cuisine

▶ Last seen: Supra in Washington, D.C., is owning
the national Georgian culinary scene, offering
Americans an authentic taste of dishes like pkhali
(vegetable pate), smoked sulguni (cheese), and
the nation’s iconic cheese boat dish: khachapuri.

The Eastern European birthplace of natural wine
and bread boats made of cheese is finally getting
its due in the culinary world. See page 14.

No, the Other Georgia

ON THE RADAR

Rethinking Farm to Fork

HIGH ALERT

Think you know bunapi from candy cap? Just
wait until you see what some ambitious chefs are
slinging in the kitchen. See page 4.

‘Shroom Generation

▶ Last seen: Jocasta
Hanson’s Honey Elixir Bar
in Denver, which opened in
the fall, offers kombuchas,
kefirs and other wellnessoriented beverages by day
and therapeutic cocktails
(and mocktails) with
ingredients such as goji
berries, kava (psychoactive
tea) and jun (probiotic
fermented tea) by night.

Health-centric diners are
turning to restaurants for
plant-based products as
the holistic cure for body,
mind and soul. Take a cue
from Sephora and GOOP,
big brands cashing in on
the wellness segment by
hawking naturally-derived
supplements from roots,
chlorophyll, superfoods
and other elixirs.

Form Meets
Function

▶ Last Seen: Let’s not name names.
Instead, look for ways to cut waste
(ordering and inventory) and improve
morale (incentives and rewards).
Consistency and commitment to your staff,
producers, and guests goes a long way.
Boost training and pay checks via added
service, and your servers will be passionate
top salespeople.

Wait, was there a time in restaurants when
margins weren’t thin? Reducing perks and
cutting corners will only net you so long
before your staff—and customers—won’t
be back.

●●●

L E S S I S ...
LESS

●●●

▶ Try this instead: Help guests taste the
rainbow using bright fruits and vegetables
that create a healthy, flavorful dish worth
sharing on social.

Yes, Instagram-friendly food still matters,
but silly gimmicks like glittery unicorn toast
and over-the-top rainbow desserts have
officially phased out.

C OL OR
ME BA D

▶ Try this instead: Share back of the house
photos, such as cooks cooking, bartenders
pouring or a staff member’s
dog stopping by for a visit. People want to
connect with people.

Yes, food is the most beautiful of them all
but to be fair, there are more ways to engage
with customers on social media.

Mirror, Mirror on the Wall

▶ Try this instead: Find out what’s going on
outside of the restaurant. Personal lives and the
stress of restaurant work can take its toll. See
story on page 50 for mental health resources.

Freaking out because your line cooks are
perpetually MIA? Tired of servers with a
bad attitude? Can’t remember your last three
hosts’ names? You might be hurting yourself
in the long run.

The Infinitely Replaceable Employee

▶ Try this instead: Place the sauce, puree or
whatever contrasting or complementary flavor
on the bottom of the plate or bowl. Or even
between layers of the components. Your dish
will look and taste better.

The 1980s may be back, but the plating isn’t,
so stop spooning sauce over the protein.

Retro Isn’t Always Good

FADING OUT

TRACKER

Talk is cheap. The key to pushing plants is
knowing where they came from. Investing
in higher-quality, heirloom produce not only
produces a better-tasting dish, but generates
customer loyalty and is an important
responsibility toward saving the world.

TREND

FOOD PEOPLE /

TM

Making
made easy.
So you can go
beyond the
expected.

Post It

Discover the taste,
quality and ease that
only Pillsbury™ frozen
baked goods can offer

Roasted Wild Mushroom Pesto Flatbread

To view more recipe inspirations visit
www.generalmillscf.com

IMAGE COURTESY OF GRACIAS MADRE

Made with Pillsbury™ Frozen Pie Dough Sheet

Notes on influencing the influencers
By Lisa Arnett
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Always ask: Does an influencer’s brand
and followers align with the target
audience? The Love Serve Remember
restaurant group—which operates Cafe
Gratitude, Gratitude Kitchen & Bar, and
Gracias Madre in California—is selective,
focusing primarily on those who are
passionate about organic produce and
sustainable agriculture. “Non-vegan cakes,
ultra-loaded ice cream sundaes (and)
sustainable fishing are all interesting
topics,” says the group’s retail and brand
manager Talia Dinwiddie. “But these
aren’t focuses for our brand.”

Curb the Freebies

► Forget the theory

that diners eat what they know. These
days, they eat what they see on Instagram.
Forging deals with influencers is often
a sure-fire way for restaurants to stay in
the social media conversation. Research
from SevenRooms, a technology-based
hospitality solutions firm, found that
35 percent of respondents chose a
restaurant after seeing it on social media,
with millennials twice as likely to
be persuaded than those over 55.
“We are always looking for exposure,”
says Pennington Pribbenow, chief
operating officer for Red Pebbles
Hospitality, which operates Nashville
restaurants Adele’s and Pemrose, among
others. “We can run great promotions and
do great food and beverage, but we have to
put that in front of the community so that
they think of us first.”
To win with influencers, operators need
to form mutually beneficial partnerships
rather than give free meals for lackluster
posts. The best arrangements provide
influencers with content that draws
new followers, while providing targeted
publicity for the restaurant. That means
developing a strategy that attracts valuable
partners while rejecting the opportunists
merely on the prowl for freebies.
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Rather than comping an entire meal
and allowing influencers to highlight
whatever they want, consider
implementing stricter parameters.
Management at Handcraft Kitchen &
Cocktails, which includes locations in
New York and Mount Pleasant, South
Carolina, only comps what it wants
to promote. Meanwhile, Love Serve
Remember restaurants reserve specific
reservation slots for influencers and
give them a gift card with a set amount
to spend. In return, influencers are
responsible for paying 20 percent gratuity
and sharing a set number of posts within
a specified time frame.
“If we aren’t clear with a policy to an
influencer that’s where things get sticky,”
says Dinwiddie.

Collaborate for a Cause
Kate Towill, owner of Basic Kitchen in
Charleston, South Carolina, says she’s
moving away from doling out free meals
in favor of influencer-supported events.
Last summer, Basic Kitchen launched the
Salad Project, a collaboration with local
influencers that benefited Green Heart, a
local nonprofit that educates youth about
healthy eating habits through school
gardens. Towill chose six influencers—
from a plant-based food advocate to a

Anatomy of an Instagram Page

fitness instructor—to create their own
salads with proceeds benefiting Green
Heart. Although no money was exchanged,
it was considered successful because
influencers drew traffic to Basic Kitchen,
the event promoted influencers’ accounts
and capital was raised for a charity.

Number
of posts:
This number will
clue you in to how
long an influencer
has been on
Instagram and how
often they post.

Consider Outside Help
If you don’t have the expertise or time
to work with influencers, outsource the
work. Avli Taverna in Chicago enlists a PR
agency to communicate with influencers
and handle traditional tasks, such as
writing and distributing press releases. “I
realized I could never do this as effectively
as they can,” says partner Lou Canellis.

Show Your Photography Know-How
Striking photos benefit influencers
and restaurants alike, so reserve tables
that get natural light and customize
reservation times based on it. A good rule
of thumb: “Midday for brighter looks, dusk

Followers:
Follower numbers
can be inflated
by bots or empty
followers, so
closely monitor
comments and
how influencers
respond, which
can prove that
someone has a
loyal and engaged
audience.

Clockwise from opposite page, Basic
Kitchen prefers collaborations with
influencers while Gracias Madre seeks those
who share a similar passion about food.
BASIC KITCHEN IMAGES BY MAGGIE BRAUCHER. GRACIAS MADRE IMAGES COURTESY OF GRACIAS MADRE

Be Selective

for cocktails, happy hour,” says Dinwiddie.
And don’t be shy about directing
influencers toward inherently photogenic
dishes, says Chad Gaudet of Handcraft
Kitchen & Cocktails.

Offer Special Access

Profile:
Don’t focus
exclusively on food
influencers. Travelfocused personalities
can draw in tourists
while design and
fashion mavens can
create a buzz around
the look and feel of
your dining room.

Tagged:
See what posts
other users
have tagged to
make sure they
have a positive
relationship with
others.

Grade the value of past partnerships to
determine who deserves special behindthe-scenes access. Sneak previews of
critical renovations, hard hat tours of new
locations, and invitations to sample dishes
before they hit the menu are valuable to
influencers, so use it to your advantage.
“People want to see all the behind-thescenes stuff … not just the finished,
polished picture,” Towill says.

Return the Favor
If a partnership boosts followers or foot
traffic, share that success with a followup call or email. Consider reposting the
influencer’s original post on your social
media accounts or show gratitude the
same way you would with regulars by
comping drinks or offering discount
coupons. “When an influencer comes back
and posts about it,” says Canellis, “then I
know we are doing something right.” n

Photos:
Look for influencers
who can defy
convention and
capture food in
motion, whether it’s
cheese stretching
from a pizza, a
vivisected glimpse
inside pasta or a dish
sliced into unique
shapes.

Verified:
The blue check
mark icon indicates
that the account
owner’s identity
has been verified
by Instagram.
This status is
typically reserved
for public figures,
celebrities and top
influencers.
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Help for
mental health
and sexual
harassment
By Novid Parsi

For years,

►
the unwritten rules of the restaurant
industry discouraged open and frank discussions about the perils
of the profession. When it came to addiction, depression and sexual
harassment, the message was clear: Handle it yourself—on your own
time—after your shift is over.
Fortunately, the times may be changing. A series of high-profile
developments—the #MeToo movement, accusations against Mario
Batali and Anthony Bourdain’s suicide—have led to new support
organizations, which are improving restaurant culture for workers and
creating a more sustainable business model for employers.
“Addiction has been rampant in our industry probably as long as
it’s been around,” says Charleston Grill general manager Mickey
Bakst, who cofounded the addiction support group Ben’s Friends.
“Fortunately, people are now starting to shed light on the problem.”
50 FOOD FANATICS / SPRING 2020

●●●
Got Your Back
igotyourback.info

After sexual assault accusations against Batali
surfaced in 2017, Elizabeth Meltz, then a longtime
employee at the Batali and Bastianich Hospitality
Group, had seen enough. She joined hospitality
veteran Erin Fairbanks and Liz Murray of the Marlow
Collective to form Women in Hospitality United.
The group brings together employees to discuss
their experiences with sexual harassment and gender
inequity. “Convening is a radical act of power,” says
Fairbanks, who sees sharing stories as a prerequisite
for devising effective solutions.
During a series of “listening tours” in seven U.S.
cities in 2018 and 2019, employees detailed stories
of abuse and the debilitating effects of inappropriate
jokes and aggression. “How do you quantify the
detriment of having a kitchen porter holding up a
penis-shaped carrot to you twice a day and going,
‘Ha ha ha’?” Fairbanks asks.
As a result, Women in Hospitality United will create
actionable goals for the hospitality community,
including closing the wage gap, creating more
transparent promotion paths and devising protocols
to report inappropriate sexual behavior. “We want to
say, ‘this is what an orderly house might look like, and
here are ways to get started,’” Fairbanks says.

Patrick Mulvaney, chef/owner of B&L in Sacramento,
California, recognizes the toll of depression. In 2018,
after realizing he knew four Sacramento restaurant
workers who’d committed suicide, he attended
a meeting of 15 chefs, restaurateurs and mental
health leaders. From those conversations—as
well as subsequent discussions with healthcare
workers—I Got Your Back was formed.
I Got Your Back offers online assistance,
including information about hotlines to call or text
for help, plus training to help employees become
peer counselors. Graduates wear a pin with the
organization’s logo—a purple hand—to ensure coworkers know they can turn to them when battling
mental health or addiction issues.
Mulvaney’s organization also promotes daily
check-ins. At the start of each shift, workers take
a card and anonymously draw a face indicating
their emotional state: neutral, happy, angry or in
the weeds. Managers discuss the results and offer
ways to support each other. “We’re saying, ‘It’s
OK not to be OK,’ so people can share and talk to
each other,” says Mulvaney, who is developing a
national model. “What we do in hospitality is take
care of people; let’s also take care of ourselves.”

Tips on dealing with sexual harassment
• Regularly discuss behaviors that won’t be tolerated
and how confidentiality issues are handled.
• Include language in job postings that harassment
is not allowed.
• Role play what to do when guests cross the line;
staff should say, “Don’t touch me—that’s not OK.”
• Ensure uniforms affirm employees’ gender
identity—and never exploit them.

Tips to combat suicide and addiction
• Gauge a peer’s mental health by asking: “Do you
have a plan to commit suicide?” and “Do you have
the means?”
• Connect with the local substance-abuse and
suicide-prevention organizations.
• Display information about support groups, which
can reduce the stigmas of seeking help.

Sobering
Stats

◃ Feed the Staff

SUPPORT
SYSTEMS

Shouldering
the Burden

●●●
Women in Hospitality United
womeninhospitalityunited.org

Restaurant industry
workers who have
experienced sexual
harassment

90 %
women

70 %
men

Source: Restaurant
Opportunities Center United

Restaurant-focused
support organizations

16.9

%

A Balanced Glass,
abalancedglass.com:
A forum supporting
the physical and
mental health of wine
professionals globally.
Chefs with Issues,
chefswithissues.com:
Industry workers
share stories and
resources regarding
mental health issues.
Healthy Hospo,
healthyhospo.com:
Provides online
education and runs
events to promote
mental health in
hospitality.
Restaurant Recovery,
restaurantrecovery.org:
A nonprofit helping
restaurant workers
find—and pay for—
drug and alcohol
treatments.
ServSpace Workplace,
servsafe.com/
servsafe-workplace:
A National Restaurant
Association training
program designed
to create safe work
environments free of
sexual harassment.

Foodservice workers afflicted
with substance abuse (higher
than any industry)
Source: Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration

●●●
Fair Kitchens
fairkitchens.com
Attracting and retaining staff comes at a hefty cost.
Operators spend about $2,000 for each new hourly
employee, but 79 percent leave the industry within two
years, according to Unilever, a global supplier to the
food industry.
Unilever surveyed about 430 chefs around the
world via questionnaires and in-person observations
in 2018. The results were eye-opening: 53 percent of
chefs felt they were at a breaking point, 63 percent
suffered from depression, and 75 percent felt
exhausted from sleep deprivation.
“It was a clear call to action to improve the wellbeing of our culture,” says Einav Gefen, Unilever’s
executive corporate chef. “We felt we had to do
something fast.”
In 2018, Gefen, Unilever staffers and external chefs
launched Fair Kitchens to improve the industry’s
culture. The online resource provides a code of
conduct called TEAMS (Talk openly, Excite passion,
Act as one and Make time), mental health guide,
and inspirational videos that demonstrate healthy,
successful kitchens.
“These solutions are low-hanging fruit,” Gefen says,
“but they help create an environment where the talent
wants to stay.”
Tips for fostering better mental health
• Greetings and simple words like “good job,” help
make people feel appreciated.
• Allow staff to take a walk to reset their minds, even if
it’s just for a minute, to relieve stress.
• Talk openly about depression and anxiety; offer
resources, such as the National Suicide Prevention
Lifeline.
• Discuss your code of conduct with your team.
• Gather staff together for 15 minutes before service
and ask how they’re doing. n
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%

Food and beverage
workers who say work stress
often—or always—impacts
personal relationships
Source: Mental Health of America

● ● ● Continue the discussion on stopping abuse and improving mental health at usfoods.com/supportsystems
USFoods.com/foodfanatics
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◃ Speak Easy

Sommelier Rania
Zayyat on levelling
the playing field
By M. Jane Johnson
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FROM TOP: IMAGE BY TAYLOR PRINSEN PHOTOGRAPHY. IMAGE BY OLIVE AND WEST
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►

Rania Zayyat

is dismantling and carefully rebuilding the
wine industry, bringing gender equality,
transparency, diversity and a new line of
thinking to a testosterone-driven, maledominant culture.
She has built a successful career,
transitioning from server to sommelier to
wine director and educator. But in each
position, Zayyat, 33, was uncomfortably
aware of the disparities that marginalized
and held back women.
Then came the #MeToo maelstrom. As it
did for many restaurant workers, it churned
up waves of discomfort in Zayyat, leaving in
its wake a personal call to action.
Her “wow” moment transformed anger
and powerlessness into purpose. More
succinctly, it became WWOW, Wonder
Women of Wine, which she founded with
the help of other industry pros. In 2019,
WWOW’s first annual conference sold
out; this year it’s looking like a repeat
performance. Here’s insight on what’s
driving her, and why—in her own words—
the mission matters.
Starting a new organization is a huge
undertaking. What made you go fullthrottle with WWOW?
It came after a lot of self-reflection. I’ve been
in the hospitality industry for 15 years, and
for a long time, I had never seen a woman
wine director. Wine distributors seemed to
operate the same way. And only very rarely
was there a woman wine maker. Typically,
there was the accepted male way of doing
things in the workplace, and it felt like that
was never going to change. I wanted to
create a place where women knew they
had allies, advocates and mentors—that
someone had their backs and that they had

WWOW 2019
conference, top,
Rania Zayyat, below.

the support of each other. WWOW was
designed to provide a network of support
and solutions so women understand their
strengths and learn how to communicate
them so they are taken seriously.
The National Restaurant Association says
that roughly 53% of entry-level positions
are held by women and that 61% of women
have at some point worked in a restaurant.
Why are they less likely to progress
into more visible management roles?
There’s a lot of focus and discussion on
getting women into the industry and
keeping them there, but there’s not much
movement beyond middle management.
It just kind of stalls at a certain point, and
that’s often when you see women become
disenchanted and leave. Replacements
come in at entry level—most often as
servers—and they’re not helped along in
a career path.
How do you envision slowing down
this endless cycle of churn and burn?
Men and women think differently and
conduct business differently, and that’s OK.
Women are more thoughtful than impulsive
when making big decisions, and that is
seen by many as weak instead of actionoriented. They also consider the feelings of
others and tend to be more nurturing, and
that is seen as being soft. Without changing
how those in management think about
women and their particular skill sets, they

INDUSTRY CRED :

▸ Founder of Wonder
Women of Wine
(WWOW), 2019
▸ W ine director at Bufalina
in Austin, Texas
▸ O wner of Vintel, a wine
consulting business
▸ Formerly head
sommelier at Four
Seasons Hotel and
Resort in Austin
▸ Master sommelier
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▼

Victoria James
of Cote in
New York
City, left, and
participants at
WWOW 2019,
above.

“I WANTED TO
CREATE A PLACE
WHERE WOMEN
KNEW THEY HAD
ALLIES, ADVOCATES
AND MENTORS—
THAT SOMEONE
HAD THEIR BACKS
AND THAT THEY HAD
THE SUPPORT OF
EACH OTHER.”
—Rania Zayyat

won’t value or respect them. We need to
provide solid data which definitively prove
that businesses are more successful with
gender-balanced management teams. And
pay has to be equalized. For that to happen,
there has to be wage transparency.

What can restaurants do right now to
disrupt the male-centric status quo and
move along to greater gender balance?
Hiring and promoting are big levers for
changing representation of women in
the industry. For starters, they should
interview an equal number of male and
female candidates for open positions and
also look to fill them from more diverse
backgrounds. There’s a tendency to
overlook those women already on staff
who are lower in rank, but it’s important to
foster their development and growth. You
see a lot of grooming and mentoring for
men, and it should be extended to women.
Restaurants need to build a culture where
women are promotable, where they’re
brought along and recognized as viable
candidates for careers.

You’ve just waltzed into a topic that is
still considered by many to be totally
taboo.
It’s impossible for women to know their
monetary value in a company when salaries
are all kept secret. Someone who wants to
be a wine director should know the salary
of the person who currently holds that
position. For women to reach parity with
male colleagues, this is a topic that has to
be discussed and made completely
transparent by organizations. It’s hard to
ask for a raise when you don’t know what
your superior is earning.

How will this year’s WWOW conference
be different from last year’s?
There’s a big commitment to greater
diversity in the industry, and the conference
will reflect that in everything that’s
presented. All the panel discussions will have
a diverse roster of speakers. Without making
a big deal about it, we want to model all the
panels and presenters in a seamless way
that reflects how the industry should look.
There will be sessions on entrepreneurship,
shifting feminism, addressing sexual abuse
and assault in the workplace, and how men
can be powerful advocates for change.

Besides hosting the conference, what
else does WWOW do?
We’re still very much in our infancy, but
our board is formulating plans to create
programming and conduct businessoriented workshops.

~ 2020~

THE 2020 REAL CALIFORNIA PIZZA CONTEST

We’re Looking for Our Next

PIZZA CHAMPION!
SPONSORED BY THE CALIFORNIA MILK ADVISORY BOARD

ENTER
TODAY TO WIN

What’s the ultimate goal and endgame
for WWOW?
Long term, I look forward to a time when it
is no longer necessary for the organization
to exist and when women in all sectors
in the wine industry from restaurants to
distribution and wineries have equal voice.
For that to happen, women will need to be
strong advocates for themselves, while men
will have to be consistently strong allies.

$10,000
$5,000

TO EACH
CATEGORY WINNER
Thomas Garnick of Brava! Pizzeria in Denver,
Grand Prize Winner of $15,000 in the 2019
Real California Pizza Contest

2nd Annual Conference
March 28 and 29
wonderwomenofwine.com
for details

Plant-Forward Pizza
The REAL California Pizza
Cal-Mex Pizza

GRAND PRIZE

Is that kind of forward change just pie
in the sky?
Not at all. It can happen, and the industry will
be better and more dynamic for it. n

Wonder Women
of Wine

SUBMIT RECIPES IN
THREE CATEGORIES

CONTEST ENTRY PERIOD
March 1 - April 24, 2020
BAKE-OFF FINALS
NAPA, CA
June 18, 2020

Sponsored by the California Milk Advisory Board, the Real California Pizza Contest will
celebrate the best pizza recipes made with Real California cheese from professional chefs
and qualified culinary students.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER. Contest is open to legal residents of the 50 United States or District of
Columbia, age 18 or older who are either employed or otherwise professionally affiliated with a restaurant or
pizzeria or enrolled in an accredited secondary culinary school. Entries must be received by 11:59:59 PM Pacific Time
on 4/24/20. Void where prohibited by law. Official Rules & Entry Requirement at: RealCaliforniaMilk.com/Foodservice
©2020 California Milk Advisory Board, an instrumentality of the CA Department of Food and Agriculture
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To submit your recipe and for more information, visit: RealCaliforniaMilk.com/Foodservice

MONEY & SENSE /
A pastry head for
Little Dom’s ensures
a solid selection for
all dayparts.

Pure Paradise

PHOTOGRAPHY BY FRANK LAWLOR

the
sweet
spot
Pastry
programs to
cash in on
By Megan Rowe
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Time-consuming items, such as
croissants, are better left to pros,
while a pastry chef can expand
expertise beyond desserts, creating
new revenue streams for breakfast
and lunch as evidenced at Little
Dom’s, left and opposite page.

► Chocolate lava cake?

More creme brulee? Ice
cream available at the
local grocery store?

Send them into retirement or get more
creative. To sell and profit from desserts
in 2020, customers want to be wowed.
Simply put, operators who don’t ante
up on pastries are leaving money on the
table: 41 percent of diners order a postmeal sweet at least once a week, more
than half of which are impulse buys,
according to a 2019 Technomic study.
Capturing impulse orders requires
compelling and crave-inducing choices,
a reality that operators are acknowledging
by building kick-ass pastry programs.
It may involve the return of a full-time
pastry chef or someone who oversees
programs at several concepts and leads
teams of pastry cooks. More often than
not, pastry has evolved into a variety of
models so that operators can capture a
bigger share of the dessert pie.
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Desserts ordered
without a meal—as a
snack or sweet treat
Source: 2019 Datassential
Dessert Keynote Report

LITTLE DOM’S PHOTOGRAPHY BY FRANK LAWLOR. CROISSANT BY EVA KOLENKO
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MODEL 1: RENT SOME TALENT
Two words: Gig economy. Hiring a
freelance pastry consultant, many of
whom are paid by the hour or project,
can upgrade a dessert list without busting
the payroll. “Restaurants that approach
me tend to say that either they aren’t
moving desserts, or the quality isn’t
there,” says Tyler Davis, a consulting
pastry chef in St. Louis.
Often, culinary school students or local
pastry chefs will sign on for the challenge,
but they need to be equally adept at
teaching as baking.
Quality pastry consultants need to do
their homework and prove their value.
Davis collects information about sales
goals, staffing and skill sets as well as
food cost targets and menu styles before
developing a test menu. His desserts sell
because they’re more exciting than local
pastry shops. Imagine a chocolate sphere
with peanut butter mousse crowned by

berries flash frozen with liquid nitrogen.
Or an edible Japanese rock garden made
by shaping white sesame and white
chocolate mousse into edible “stones.”
After dishes are chosen, Davis
photographs and documents the prep
for each dessert, highlighting any food
allergies, before he walks the kitchen
through each step and conducts tastings
with servers. “Customers love to ask
questions, and they love a knowledgeable
server even more,” says Davis, who
suggests pushing sweets to tables with
kids or couples. “The more you can tell
them anything and everything they need
to know about a dessert, the more likely
they are going to trust you and your
recommendations. You have to make
them want it. It’s really up to the servers.”

MODEL 2: FIND A PASTRY MANAGER
For years, Frank Bonanno, founder of
the Bonanno Concepts group in Denver,

turned out profitable desserts without
a dedicated pastry chef. “I’ve always
been a big proponent,” says Bonanno,
“of savory chefs doing desserts so they’re
well-rounded.”
That changed when Denver Milk Market,
a 16-concept all-Bonanno food hall, went
live in 2018. “We had almost 20 feet of
pastry cabinet that needed to be filled
every day,” says Bonanno, who realized he
needed a pastry chef who could double as
a group pastry manager.
Enter Megan Piel, a jack-of-all-trades
who helps manage the market, oversees
its pie shop and assists at other Bonanno
restaurants, including prepping tricky
elements, such as mousse for pastries,
finished by less-experienced hands
during service.
The partnership works because Piel
is free to be creative, and Bonanno
Concepts generates new revenue streams.
Her personalized birthday cake program

bakes up creative cakes, such as pistachio
chiffon with lemon buttercream, that
fetch between $38 and $84. The group’s
catering business has quadrupled since
Piel’s arrival, thanks to the market’s
ability to produce in volume. “She has
taken our whole pastry department to the
next level,” Bonanno says.

MODEL 3: BLEND SWEET
AND SAVORY
If chefs and cooks are asked to assist
with desserts, why can’t the reverse
be asked of their pastry-trained peers?
It’s simple economics: The more areas
a pastry chef can contribute, the more
management can justify the expense.
Consultant Kathryn Gordon, who
works as a chef instructor at the Institute
of Culinary Education in New York, says
pastry training stresses seasonality,
pairings, flavor, balance and mouthfeel,
all of which can bolster savory menus.
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iHELP

BE EFFICIENT & TECH SAVVY

▼

—Alex Levin, Schlow Restaurant Group

BEEFLEXIBLE

Sweet Advice: How to build
a better pastry program
KEEP IT AUTHENTIC: Desserts must align
with your savory offerings—no German
chocolate cakes in a trattoria.
SPLIT IT UP: Divide pastry production
between in-house and local bakeries,
especially for specialty items, including
gluten-free or vegan desserts.
CREATE CLICK-BAIT: An eye-catching
and delicious dessert is a terrific social
media billboard.
MAKE IT SOUND IRRESISTIBLE: The right
descriptive language can sell any dish.
PERSONALIZE IT: Servers who remember
dietary preferences and suggest winning
desserts can be hospitality heroes.

MODEL 4: OUTSOURCE
PASTRY PRODUCTION
It’s a big city fact of life: The bigger the
footprint, the higher the rent. That’s why
Mark Bucher, co-founder of the Medium
Rare steakhouse chain in Washington,
D.C., doesn’t make desserts in-house.
“We chose to go with a slightly smaller
footprint, and we didn’t have room for
a pastry/baking operation,” Bucher
says. “To have the desserts we wanted,
we decided to source bakeries that
specialized in those kinds of desserts
and have them bake our recipes.”
His off-site partners re-create desserts
from existing recipes—big eye-popping
apple pies, chocolate cakes and carrot
cakes—and prepare enough for four highvolume restaurants.
Although food costs are steeper
for Bucher—they run about 40 to 50
percent—his model eliminates many
of the variables that erode profits. The
results are consistent and come without
labor, equipment or utility costs. “We
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY FRANK LAWLOR (LEFT), EVA KOLENKO (RIGHT)

A solid pastry chef can improve breads,
sandwich buns and pizza dough, but also
garnishes and snacks. Think chili oil
gougeres or chive biscuits to accompany
soups, herbal syrups for mocktails, nut
puff pastry breadsticks for the bar or
cornbread for holiday takeout. “Our
world is absolutely composed of herbs,
cheese, fermentation ... not just sugar,”
says Gordon.
Ann Kirk created the debut pastry
program for Little Dom’s in Los Angeles
before turning her attention to the
breakfast/lunch-focused Deli at Little
Dom’s. “We’ve grown that business by
offering pantry staples like jams, sauces
and pickles; whole cakes and pies; and
a catering menu,” Kirk says. “Having
another set of hands for tasks and having
another mind for ideas on expansion
and management is all key to building a
healthy business,” she adds.

IT’S BETTER TO
HAVE SOMETHING
THAT’S SIMPLE,
EXECUTED WELL
AND DELICIOUS
RATHER THAN
SOMETHING
THAT’S OVERLY
COMPLEX AND
HARD TO DO… IN
THE END, IT HAS
TO BE GREAT.”

The California Beef Council’s portable
beef bible maps out different cuts,
offers preparation tips and suggests
the most economical times to order
particular offerings.

There’s an App for That

A labor management app that logs
attendance information, tracks hours
and allows employees to trade shifts.

By Amber Gibson
Why Chefs Love It: “We have been able to

Whatever your kitchen woes,

Why Chefs Love It: It’s free, intuitive

an app can help lessen the stress.
Streamlining ordering, organizing kitchen
operations or sourcing sustainable seafood
and specialty produce are just a handful of
choices. Here are some worth looking into:

and precise, calculating conversions
to several decimal places. “I’m always
having to convert grams to ounces,
ounces to cups, cups to quarts,” says
Erin Smith, chef/owner of Feges BBQ
in Houston, who also uses the app for
desserts. “It’s a lot to compute in the
moment, and the app helps me make
accurate and precise conversions.”

A restaurant management tool that links
to more than 50 POS systems, integrates
with accounting software and organizes
order, inventory and pricing data.
Why Chefs Love It: Foodager can lower

food costs by consolidating back of
house data—from recipes and inventory
counts to purchasing and financials—and
sharing them with staff. “The platform
easily saves me 15 to 20 hours per
month. When this is multiplied across
stores and staff, this number is even
higher,” says chef Dale Watkins of Ivan
Ramen in New York.

CONVERT UNITS
Little Dom’s pastry staff prepares
snacks, left, while other concepts,
above, outsource to reduce labor.

HOMEBASE

A chef’s sharpest tool may be digital

FOODAGER

know exactly what the cost of these items
are,” says Bucher. “There’s no waste, no
overtime, no burned product.”
Such reasoning explains why some
restaurants divide pastry production
between in-house and local bakeries,
says Gordon, especially when an operator
wants to include specialty items, such as
gluten-free or vegan desserts, or a local
ice cream. n

Why Chefs Love It: When executive
chef Michael Goularte opens Stuart’s
Steakhouse in Modesto, California, this
year, he’ll ask his sous chefs and servers
to download the app. “I’ll use it to not
only quiz our cooks but educate our
servers on why we cook the cuts the way
we do, which they can then pass on to
our customers.”

A kitchen calculator that computes
19 different unit conversions, including
weight to volume and temperatures.

MONTEREY BAY’S SEAFOOD WATCH
A guide that recommends ocean-friendly
seafood via a traffic light (red, yellow,
green) system, searches for sushi by
Japanese and common market names and
provides in-depth conservation notes.
Why Chefs Love It: Chef Stephen

Phelps of Indigenous Seafood in
Sarasota, Florida, uses the app to swap
questionably caught fish for sustainable
substitutes, like king mackerel, mullet
and barramundi. “I use it when I’m
unsure of the status of a fishery before
purchasing,” says Phelps. Waiters also
use the app to inform guests about the
benefits of lesser-known fish.

move from texting to in-app messaging,”
says Sandra Schilling Holl of Floriole’s
Cafe & Bakery in Chicago. “It gives
employees a way to separate their work
life from their private lives. Staff can
rate their shift and provide immediate
feedback when there are problems at
work, plus give a shout out to another
staff member for a job well done. These
shout-outs are shared with everyone and
promote an environment of positivity.”

SPECIALTY PRODUCE
An encyclopedia detailing 2,500 types of
produce and 15,000 recipes.
Why Chefs Love It: Although chef Gio Osso
of Scottsdale’s Virtu Honest Craft doesn’t
order from Specialty Produce, he loves
how the app describes what’s in season
and how long it will stay fresh. “The app
does a great job of locating ingredients at
certain farmers markets, and I inform my
produce company of any findings I don’t
see on their list,” says Osso. Discovering
the availability of agretti and spigarello
has allowed Osso to incorporate them
onto his menu. n
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50%

Pre-purchased tickets ensured specific
numbers for a CBD event hosted by chefs
David Yousevada, Aric Miech of Minneapolis,
and Ezekiel Preedin of Chicago and for
Brian Jupiter from Frontier, opposite page.

DINERS WHO WOULD PAY
MORE ($58 AVERAGE)
FOR A POP-UP/TICKETED EVENT
THAT INVOLVES INTERACTING AND
LEARNING FROM A CHEF.
Source: Eventbrite.com

TICKET

By Jeff Ruby

that ’s the

compound, is skyrocketing. “Dining is
such a sensory experience,” says Frontier
chef Brian Jupiter. “To be able to alter
or change it in some way by adding the
element of CBD is exciting.”
To pull off the two-hour dinner, Frontier
chef Brian Jupiter collaborated with
Chris Sayegh, chef/owner of Los Angelesbased Herbal Chef, which specializes in
cannabis-infused fine dining.
The dinner also offered insights on
how and why to cook with CBD as well as
examples of upscale dishes. Think a surf
’n’ turf of Hokkaido scallop with a wagyu
steak topped with a truffle-mushroom
sauce and a quail egg and caviar, both
of which integrated cannabis’s familiar
earthy flavor with the intent of showing
how CBD can alleviate anxiety and pain.

P re-purchased seats are upping
the reservation game
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“It’s a good way to create a sense of
community,” says Joe West, executive chef
of The Savoy, a contemporary American
bistro in Kansas City, Missouri.
The types of ticketed dinners are
limitless, but one thing they can’t be
is ordinary.

Tell Your Story
To expand his interest in defining modern
Midwestern cuisine, West invited local
chefs into his kitchen to help produce
his “The New Midwest” dinner series.
They co-created five-course $100 prix

fixe meals that told different stories about
Great Plains cooking along with cocktail
and wine pairings.
For one visiting chef, the menu featured
duck roulade with Swiss chard, grits,
corn, wild mushroom conserva and
jus to capture Missouri’s affinity for
duck hunting. For another, it included
yogurt and dried ants to reflect a recent
obsession with dining on insects.
While intimate (the dinners averaged
about 15 diners), the meals generated
buzz, landing local press and new
customers. They also energized the staff.

“We needed to break up the monotony of
the normal dinner service,” West says.
“And I wanted to create a dialogue for
other local chefs and myself.”
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SAMMY FAZE

once fell into two predictable camps: fusty
wine tastings and brazen gimmicks. While
restaurants that play off of the latest
craze can rack up some fast cash, more
thoughtfully conceived ticketed events
draw steadier crowds, especially now that
diners need experiences to give up sofa
surfing for a night out.
The benefits of ticketed dinners
are many, from higher check counts
and guaranteed covers to building a
restaurant’s brand and changing up the
pace for staff.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY FRANK LAWLOR

► Special event dinners

Remembering Forgotten Foods

The ABCs of CBD Dinners
Riding the wave of CBD, Chicago-based
Frontier hosted a seven-course $150
infused dinner last year.
Although CBD derived from hemp is
legal—albeit illegal if extracted from
cannabis with more than .03 percent
of the psychoactive THC—interest in
the cannabidiol, a nonpsychoactive

Without the need to turn tables, ticketed
events allow time for more than eating
and drinking, such as focusing on the
origin of a cuisine. Chef David Thomas’
diaspora dinners explore historical and
cultural relevance and influences through
a special menu served in a private dining
room at his modern soul food restaurant,
Ida B’s Table in Baltimore. Troubled that
so many American food traditions don’t
acknowledge their origins in the transAtlantic slave trade, Thomas set out to
educate through a monthly Wednesday
event, each focusing on a different theme.
To commemorate the 400th anniversary
of the forced migration of West African
slaves to the colonies of the United States
in 1619, Thomas’ crew researched slaves’

stories and created a seven-course meal
($119) complete with a narrative that drew
a direct line from their experiences to
modern soul food.
“This dinner represents the food we
would not have without them,” says
Thomas. Another dinner paired with Mera
Kitchen Collective, a Baltimore-based
group that focuses on empowerment of
refugee and immigrant women, featured
soul food through chef Zaid Degol’s
Eritrean and Ethiopian roots.
The dinners, which generally draw a
racially mixed crowd of 20 to 25 people,
take nearly a month to plan, but that prep
time builds camaraderie among Ida B’s
Table employees. “The entire management
staff does research,” says Assistant
General Manager Kaya Potler. “We’re all
constantly thinking of recipes. Everyone is
super passionate about it, and financially
it’s done fine, but that’s not why we do it.
The stories need to be told.” n
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PR MACHINE

SHARP IDEAS TO GET BUTTS IN SEATS

ARRIVAL OF
THE FITTEST

Fest Food Nation

Make outdoor events worth the effort
By Kate Bernot
Since diners now want good food and an experience—especially ones that can be captured
on social media and discussed later with friends—it’s no wonder food festivals are on the
rise. But does that mean restaurants should jump in and join the fun?
Participating in food events comes with its share of costs and potential headaches,
according to operators who have experienced them, from family-friendly to exclusive highend affairs at posh resorts. Before committing, consider the following matters.

Simple, tidy, strong – the perfect fit for your operation.
Monogram® Can Liners are the best in the market,
with star seals, premium resins and easy-to-use
dispensing boxes.

FACTOR IN THE MAJOR COSTS

Talk to your US Foods® representative
today about our wide variety of sizes,
colors and styles.

LABOR

PHOTOGRAPHY BY PRAVEEN GUPTA (TOP), JAMES SUTTON

If you’re part
of a restaurant
group, ask
your sister
restaurants or
corporate HQ
for help.

© 2019 US Foods, Inc. 06-2019-FOF-2019051711

If you’re an
independent,
reach out to
chef friends
and former
colleagues.

Nathan Anda, executive chef
at Red Apron Butcher in
Washington, D.C., asks a former
employee who now lives in
Denver to help him each year
at the Great American Beer
Festival. “That’s a way to
catch up with a friend as well as
get free labor,” Anda says.

EQUIPMENT
The festival
provides
burners,
tables
and other
equipment.

No equipment
is provided; I’m
on my own.

Jason Tilford, chef and owner
of Mission Taco Joint in St.
Louis, says slowly accumulating
festival-ready “infrastructure”—
propane flat-tops, cash
registers, tables, branded tents,
mobile wood-fired grill and
electric freezers—is a long-term
investment that makes it easier
to say yes to more events, so
consider stocking up now and
reaping the rewards later.

FOOD/INGREDIENTS
Event sponsors I have to
are providing assume costs
to make
ingredients.
this work.

Debbie Gold, former executive
chef at Chicago’s Tied House,
builds all fest costs into her
annual budget at the start of
each year. Pencil in a handful of
events, but leave flexibility for
last-minute opportunities. To
build an accurate budget, ask
organizers what equipment will be
provided as well as the expected
food portions. Worthwhile? “It’s
not just you posting (on social)
but the people attending. Other
chefs there are also posting,” she
says. “The photos you get with
other chefs—that’s PR you can’t
pay for.”

TRAVEL
Honorariums
and travel/
parking
vouchers are
offered.

I’m booking
my own
flights and
lodging.

Alex Seidel, chef and proprietor
of Denver’s Fruition Restaurant,
Chook, Mercantile, and Fudmill,
says the costs associated with
traveling with an employee are
often outweighed by the morale
boost the event gives to staff:
“Travel was the coolest for me
growing up,” he says. “‘Oh,
we’re going to do an R&D trip,
and I get to eat with my chef
at a restaurant in New York.’
To provide that opportunity
is really something special to
give back.” n
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TAKE A

Chairs can keep
diners sipping or
speed up an exit
By Liz Logan

Hug the Curves
MacEwen prefers curved-back,
upholstered chairs for their ergonomics.
When McEwen handled the interior
design for the Greenwood American
Kitchen & Bar in the Chicago suburb of
Highwood, Illinois, he purchased Mollie
chairs from Allermuir at $300 to $600
each. They offer full back support and
ample seat width, but their faux-leather
upholstery also deafened some of the
potential noisiness of the space, which is
housed in a renovated auto shop. Often
restaurants overlook the importance of
lounge chairs, but MacEwen advocated
for comfy $600 swivel club chairs that
allow guests to swing around and easily
say hello to friends, which is a big draw
for close-knit suburban communities. The
choice paid off. “On a Tuesday shortly
after opening, the owners did double the
business of their most successful Saturday
at their years-old restaurant down the
street,” says MacEwen, adding that the
cozy lounge chairs have inspired some
regulars to eat dinner at the bar three
times a week.

Gold legs
distinguish
chairs at
American Slang.

Ashen says. “You can dress them up or
dress them down.” He used gold-hued
Marais A Chairs for the American Slang
Modern Brasserie, at the InterContinental
Kansas City in Missouri, but made the flat
seats cozier by applying custom brown
vinyl cushions that are easy to remove
and clean. Eventually, the cushions will
need to be replaced, Ashen says, but not
the chairs—a huge cost savings.

Make It Pretty

Show Some Metal

► A good chair can make or break a restaurant. If a diner’s back hurts, they’re
more likely to ask for the check, forgoing that second bottle of wine or dessert.
Conversely, if a coffee shop’s seats are too comfy, patrons may order a single cup of joe
and make it their all-day office.
Luxurious or not, chairs are typically a good investment. Dwayne MacEwen, founder
and principal of DMAC Architecture, based in Evanston, Illinois, estimates that an
average-sized restaurant that turns tables twice a day will see 700 people sit in a given
chair over each year, and twice that many if open for lunch. “A cheap chair is likely to
be replaced frequently,” he says, “while a high-quality chair could last forever.”
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Metal bistro chairs are good for cafes,
food halls and quick-casual restaurants,
as they prevent diners from dawdling too
long, says David Ashen, president of the
New York City-based firm Dash Design.
Just find a brand with style, such as a
variation on a classic Marais A Chair,
a virtually indestructible weatherproof
chair first designed by Xavier Pauchard for
Tolix in 1934. They cost less than $400
and come in almost every imaginable
color. Plus, they’re stackable and easy
to clean, making them suitable for the
outdoors. “These metal chairs have a cute
industrial look that’s trendy right now—
rough and refined at the same time,”
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SEAT
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◃ Beyond the Plate

Chairs can make a room
shine, whether it’s the
bold color and shape or
the sculptural feel of the
wooden chairs at Tesse
in Hollywood, California,
opposite page.

Photogenic chairs catch people’s eyes
on Instagram, which can entice them
to check out a place in person, says
Alexis Readinger, founder and principal

The frequency
required to
turn tables can
dictate chair
comfort.

designer of Preen Inc., in Los Angeles.
Take the head-turning Neva chairs, made
by Bosnia-based furniture company
Artisan, that Readinger chose for Tesse in
Hollywood, California. They’re statement
makers, which look almost sculptural
but retain an earthy look, which aligns
with the restaurant’s hippie-posh feel and
French-California wood-fired cuisine.
“When it comes to fine dining, you want
people to feel that they’re being held
carefully,” she says. Each chair costs
roughly $550, but Readinger believes they
are the magic of Tesse that nabbed Most
Beautiful Restaurant of 2018 in Eater Los
Angeles’ online poll.

Materials Matter
Chairs made of eco-friendly material—
reclaimed wood, recycled metal, and the
like—are not only affordable but make a
statement about your values. Ashen says
the Emeco Navy chair, which is made
of durable recycled aluminum, is often
used in fast-casual restaurants because
it’s inexpensive and light. He used it as
a dining chair in the guest rooms of the
Loyal Duke Hotel, in Salida, Colorado,
where the clientele comes to soak up
nature. Another favorite? Outdoor
furniture by Janus and Cie, which offers
synthetic wood made of post-consumer
dairy-bottle waste. n

BENCH ’EM:
Chairs to Avoid
Armed chairs limit a restaurant’s capacity and can be
too snug for some diners.
Heavy chairs scuff up floors and tire out
employees—opt for swivel chairs instead.
High-backed chairs block diners’ view of their
surroundings and are as outdated as ’90s wallpaper.
Low-backed, bar-height chairs are so wobbly and
unstable you may lose a customer for life.

◃ I’ll Drink to That

BAR

NONE
Booze-free
drinks score
with all
By Blair Hopkins
Photography by Eva Kolenko
Food styling by Adam Pearson
Prop styling by Amy Paliwoda

Sobriety isn’t just for designated

When summer arrives,
bartender Chockie
Tom plays up local
ingredients, such
as blueberries and
gooseberries, for When
in Maine.
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drivers, and non-imbibers no longer have
to settle for seltzer and lime. Alcoholfree drinks are having a moment as they
gain street cred for their money-making,
crowd-pleasing potential.
The demand has spawned booze-free
bars, complex mixologist-curated options,
food and drink pairings and a beverage
option for high-end prix fixe dinners once
reserved only for wine.
Overall interest in healthier options
have contributed to their growth, but the
impetus more likely lies in flavor. Spiritfree drinks today are anything but dull
or sweet. Full of depth and balanced with
contrasting and complementary flavors,
they’re as thoughtfully made as their
boozy opposites.
While some in foodservice still eye-roll
at the sober-curious movement, many
operators see the potential in charging
far more than a few dollars for a Shirley
Temple. Spirit-free drinks often surpass
double-digits, justified by the ingredients
and preparation, from fresh-squeezed
fruits and vegetables to complex but
attention-grabbing garnishes. Consider:

▷ BOOZE-LESS BARS
What: Gathering places to socialize
without alcohol
Where: Listen Bar and Getaway in New
York City; Sans Bar in Austin, Texas
Why: Chris Marshall launched his first
monthly pop-up, the Sans Bar, in 2017
as a response to the people he treated
as a counselor. “People really struggled
to find a sense of belonging, a community
and friends like the ones they had when
they were drinking,” he says. “They got
sick of being punished for making a
healthy choice.”
Example: The Longhorn mimics an
alcoholic drink with its complex flavors,
lime-salt rim and jalapeno garnish.
Where else: Sourtooth, a nonalcoholic
Japanese speakeasy in Los Angeles
Why: Umami Burger founder Adam Fleisher
and partners spotted an opportunity that
fell in line with their hospitality philosophy.
Example: Forest Spirits can easily square
up with boozy counterparts thanks to spiritlike but alcohol-free Seedlip Grove 42 and
spice 94/scarborough bitters combined with
lime, hibiscus potion and elderberry cola
syrup, $10.

▷ SPIKING THE ORDINARY
What: Offering more than sodas and juices
topped with soda water

Where: Fire’s Edge Steakhouse, a part
of the Sky Dancer Hotel and Casino in
Belcourt, North Dakota
Why: Families and younger diners
Example: The Alice: Orange and pineapple
juice poured over crushed ice into a sugarrimmed glass, then topped of with a splash
of cream and orange slice garnish. Just a
little fancy can go a long way.

Ways to a Solid
Zero-Proof Drink
The process doesn’t vary much
from alcoholic drinks—balance
is everything. The ideal beverage
combines acidity, sweetness and
bitterness to complement its base.
The sweetness and aesthetically
pleasing pour of grenadine makes it
a popular base, but now that farmto-table has become standard, bars
have far more choices for creating
spirit-free craft drinks.
» Nonalcoholic spirits, such as
Seedlip, Ceders, Stryyk and
Herbie Virgin
» Make-your-own herbal mixtures
by infusing simple syrup with
herbs such as rosemary, lavender
or mint
» Crushed ice for a solid base for
layering
» L arge cube ice for more intricate
recipes, as the longer melt time
preserves the drink’s integrity
» Collins spears ice for aesthetics
» Housemade vinegars for acidity
» Fresh-squeezed vegetable juices
» Botanicals, such as roses and
hibiscus
» Housemade bitters
» Garnishes for aesthetics but also
to create memorable moments.
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The Longhorn
The Sans Bar, Austin, Texas

1 shot of Seedlip Grove
5 ounces mango juice
3 ounces pineapple juice

½ shot fire-roasted habanero simple syrup
Fresh lemon squeeze
Chili lime salt, as needed
Jalapeno pepper, sliced
In a tumbler, add ice, Seedlip Grove, mango
juice, pineapple juice, simple syrup and lemon
juice. Shake vigorously. Rim margarita glass
with chili lime salt. Pour mixture into glass.
Garnish with jalapeno.

Shrub
Chef/owner Eric Bost
Auburn, Los Angeles

2 ounces strawberry-beet shrub, recipe follows
2 ounces Seedlip spice

▷ CONNECTING THE DOTS
What: Extending the seasonal farm-totable ethos from food and booze
Where: Auburn, Los Angeles
Why: Linking all the elements,
from the simple yet complex food and
engaged service to the streamlined decor,
creates a strong brand.
Example: The vibrant red hue of The
Shrub and its description conjures
sweetness, but the flavor has a pleasing
tart but complex edge. The unexpected
flavors result in wanting more sips as if
to reconcile the difference.

¼ ounce lemon juice
the tasting experience without alcohol. Also
filled a white space.
Example: Tasting Counter’s Sichuan
Peppercorn Ginger Beer begins with
freshly juiced ginger and a tea made of
Sichuan peppercorns, lemon juice and
simple syrup. It’s paired with many dishes,
such as thinly sliced raw mackerel and
purple daikon, full- bodied but delicate,
just like the drink.

Ginger soda, as needed
Lemon wheel, to garnish
Strawberry-beet leather, to garnish,
recipe follows
Combine shrub, Seedlip spice and lemon
juice in a tin shaker with ice and shake for
3 to 4 seconds (soft shake) and strain over a
Collins glass filled with crushed ice. Top with
ginger soda, lemon wheel and beet garnish.
To make shrub: Blend together 300 grams

When in Maine

water, 300 grams Champagne vinegar and
25 to 35 grams sugar, depending on the

Bartender Chockie Tom

▷ PAIRING UP

sweetness of the strawberries. Pour into a

Doom Tiki, New York

vacuum-sealable bag with 300 grams hulled

What: Prix fixe menu pairings
Where: Oriole, Chicago, where diners

3 to 5 blueberries

chopped into 1-inch cubes, and sous vide at

2 to 4 gooseberries

135 F for 2 hours. Strain, chill and set aside

1 ounce blueberry simple syrup

solids to make leather.

can choose a $95 nonalcoholic pairing to
accompany the multi-course $215 menu.
Tasting Counter, Boston, which offers a
nine-course tasting menu paired with one’s
choice of wine, beer, sake or nonalcoholic
beverages at the same $250 price that
includes tax and tip.
Why: Creative outlet for staff that extends
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strawberries and 150 grams beets, peeled and

1 ounce Meyer lemon juice
Thomas Henry Elderflower Tonic, as needed

To make leather: Blend solids into a puree.
Spread thinly onto parchment/dehydrator

In a chilled glass, add crushed or small cube

sheet and dehydrate at 137 F for 2 hours. Slice

ice and all the ingredients except tonic. Top

into 2-by-2-inch pieces between parchment

with tonic.

and store refrigerated. n
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BY THE NUMBERS

PLAY THESE NUMBERS FOR A BIGGER PAYOUT

Wake Up To Breakfast Sandwiches
Breakfast sandwiches have been on the rise annually for the past decade. The trend, according to research
firm Datassential, will continue in all types of foodservice over the next four years. Sounds like a no-brainer.

MUST HAVE FILLINGS

Breakfast sandwich
growth is predicted to
outperform all other foods,
beverages and ingredients
over a 4-year period

EGG

88.5%

BACON

59.6%

SAUSAGE

43.1%

HAM

38.8%

CHEDDAR

31.9%

SCRAMBLED

25.8%

TOMATO

23.1%

WHO WANTS IT MORE?
GLOBAL CHEESE

(cotija, taleggio, Parmesan)

GEN Z
MILLENNIALS

59%
55%

PREMIUM MEATS

(brisket, prosciutto, pork belly)

MILLENNIALS
GEN X

54%

50%

NONTRADITIONAL
SAUCES (salsa verde, hollandaise)

MILLENNIALS
GEN X

55%

49%

VEGETABLE FILLINGS

2023

(PROJECTED)

QSR

TOP FAVORITES

LOVE

LIKE

(quick service
restaurants)

Biscuit

39%

36%

24.1% 26.1%

Pancake

35%

33%

Fast Casual

27.1% 29.4%

Bagel

35%

38%

Cinnamon roll

34%

33%

English Muffin

33%

38%

Casual Dining 14.1% 17.8%

TOP TURNOFFS

AVOID/DISLIKE

Fine Dining

Rye

25%

Pumpernickel

25%

White bread

20%

Midscale

21.0% 24.1%

12.4% 17.9%
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GEN Z
MILLENNIALS

59%
53%

NONTRADITIONAL CARRIERS

(doughnuts, lettuce)

GEN Z
MILLENNIALS

59%
53%

WHO WANTS IT
THE LEAST?
BOOMERS IN
24% TO 30%
ALL CATEGORIES

ILLUSTRATION BY ROB WILSON

2019

(avocado, arugula,
roasted vegetables)

KEEP IT TOGETHER

The flavors they love.
The variety you want.
Zest up your menu with Frito-Lay® chips in the most popular
Salty Snack flavor categories: Intense, Cheesy and Tangy!
Intense
USF Code: 5601943

Tangy
USF Code: 5602008

Intense
USF Code: 5601927

Cheese
USF Code: 3157889

Intense
USF Code: 5597687

Intense
USF Code: 5597489

Intense
USF Code: 9491318

Intense
USF Code: 5598073

Call your PepsiCo Foodservice Sales Rep today!

